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Ronald Ballard, Chief
Geology and Engineering Branch
Division of High-Level Waste Management
Margaret Federline, Branch Chief
Hydrology and Systems Performance Branch
Division of High-Level Waste Management
Joseph Holonich, Director
Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance
Project Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste Management

FROM:

B. J. Youngblood, Director
Division of High-Level Waste Management

SUBJECT:

REVIEW PLAN FOR "REPORT OF EARLY SITE SUITABILITY
EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL REPOSITORY SITE AT YUCCA
MOUNTAIN, NEVADA"

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has issued the "Report of Early Site
Suitability Evaluation of the Potential Repository Site at Yucca Mountain,
Nevada" (ESSE) for a 90-day public comment period, ending June 15. The ESSE
presents an evaluation by DOE contractors of the technical suitability of the
Yucca Mountain site against criteria from 10 CFR Part 960. Participation of
your staff in the review (RITS 411432, TAC L60250, Review of ESSE) of this
report is requested.
The review will be guided by the enclosed review plan. Staff necessary to
conduct this review should be from the Yucca Mountain Project team. The need
for support from the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses should be
determined individually and coordinated with the appropriate program element
manager. Consistent with the schedule in the attached review plan, final
comments should be completed and provided to Charlotte Abrams by May 15, 1992.
If the Office of General Counsel wishes to provide comments consistent with the
review, those comments are requested by copy of this memorandum.
If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Abrams at 504-3403.
B. J. Youngblood, Director
Division of High-Level Waste Management
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Enclosure: As stated
cc: See next page
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REVIEW PLAN FOR U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
REPORT OF EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
OF THE POTENTIAL REPOSITORY SITE AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA
INTRODUCTION
The "Report of Early Site Suitability Evaluation of the Potential Repository
Site" (ESSE) presents an evaluation conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) contractors of the technical suitability of the Yucca Mountain, Nevada
site against criteria from 10 CFR Part 960 (DOE General Guidelines for the
Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories). DOE considers this to
be a baseline evaluation of the site and plans for an evaluation of this type
to be conducted every 18 to 24 months to focus and prioritize future data
acquisition activities and to aid in resolution of technical issues related to
site evaluation. The DOE proposes to follow the ESSE with a test-by-test
prioritization of site characterization activities and an integration of
studies. DOE has scheduled the completion of this prioritization in fall 1992.
Volume I of the ESSE contains the suitability evaluation and an update to
technical information and analyses that were presented in DOE's Final
Environmental Assessment for Yucca Mountain, Nevada (FEA, issued in 1986).
Evaluations and technical discussions are set up based on the structure of the
siting guidelines presented in 10 CFR Part 960, Subparts C and D. The report
Identifies technical Issues that are related to each guideline, followed by
a review of FEA findings for each guideline and a review of technical
information acquired since the FEA.
The ESSE is accompanied by a compilation of comments (Volume 2, "Report of the
Peer Review Panel on the Early Site Suitability Evaluation of the Potential
Repository Site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada") by members of an independent peer
review panel. The site suitability evaluation incorporates recommendations of
the peer reviewers.
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
DOE has released the ESSE for a 90-day public comment period, ending June 15,
1992. However, given the review schedule provided later in this plan, the
staff's comments will not be provided to DOE until July 15, 1992, to allow
sufficient time for the staff to prepare draft comments and then brief the ACNW
prior to forwarding final comments to DOE. This need for additional time will
be identified to DOE by letter. Although DOE does not necessarily endorse the
findings in the contractor report, it proposes to make this evaluation effort
an iterative event, coupled with performance assessments, to be released at
approximately 18 to 24 month intervals. DOE also plans to use the baseline
site evaluation contained in the ESSE to focus and prioritize future data
acquisition activities and to aid in the resolution of site technical issues.
Because DOE plans periodic evaluations of this type, it is appropriate to
identify and raise issues of concern early in the evaluation process.

ENCLOSURE
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This review is being conducted to support NRC's ongoing efforts to identify
major concerns important to NRC's prelicensing consultation with DOE. The ESSE
provides a baseline for DOE's site characterization priorities; therefore, NRC
should review the ESSE to identify major technical concerns which could
potentially affect DOE's program for gathering site characterization
information.
In preparation for the review, the staff should become familiar with several
documents containing information relative to the Commission's comments and
recommendations on the DOE's siting guidelines. These documents include
SECY-84-233, SECY-84-482, and 49 FR 9650 (Attachments).
Purpose of the Review
The purpose of the ESSE review will be to:
1)

determine if DOE's application and interpretations of the siting
guidelines are consistent with those concurred upon by the Commission;

2)

determine if technical evaluations are free of any major concerns, there
is inconsistency in the use of data, all data have been considered, or
there are concerns related to interpretations; and

3)

determine if the peer review process for the ESSE is consistent with the
NRC's guidance on peer review for high-level waste repositories
(NUREG-1297).

The review should be consistent with previous reviews conducted on DOE's draft
and final Environmental Assessments. The review is not being conducted to
determine the adequacy of the site with respect to the guidelines; however, if
the NRC staff, at any time, determines that the site does not appear to be
appropriate for further characterization, that issue must be raised. Because
many of the guidelines are similar to (or the same as) the licensing criteria
set forth in 10 CFR Part 60, the staff will review the data, interpretations,
and assumptions that DOE may use to substantiate its evaluation of the site
against the guidelines.
Review of Use of Expert Judgment
The formal use of expert judgement is directed toward drawing inferences where
hard data and facts are few, whereas peer review is an independent critique of
the way data and information are analyzed or of conclusions drawn from those
analyses. Therefore, a separate review of the application and use of expert
judgment will be conducted in conjunction with the review of the ESSE. The
NRC staff has stated on numerous occasions its concern about possible misuse
of "expert judgment" when demonstrating repository safety. For example, the
enclosure to SECY-91-242 stated:
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The staff recognizes that expert judgment will be widely used in a
repository performance assessment, but would not consider it acceptable to
substitute expert judgment for analyses, field or experimental data, or
other more technically rigorous information that is reasonably available
or obtainable. Expert judgment should be substituted for "hard data" only
when it is impractical to obtain such information or when "hard data"
would be of little value in resolving an uncertainty. When expert
judgment is used, it must be supported by a clear underpinning of facts
and logic, and it must be presented by the expert in a manner that allows
rigorous cross-examination.
DOE and DOE contractor documents are not written to specifically support the
license application. Nevertheless, use of expert judgment in those documents
is of interest to the NRC staff for two reasons: 1) expert judgment may be
used to determine which types of "hard data" to collect or the priorities to
be placed on various experiments, and 2) the way in which DOE currently uses
expert judgment may provide clues about DOE's future use in support of a
license application.
The NRC staff's review of DOE's current use of expert judgment will focus on
the potential for judgment to be substituted for "hard data." The staff will
attempt to identify any areas where DOE appears to be neglecting or placing a
low priority on generating reasonably available or obtainable analyses or
experimental information of potential importance for evaluating repository
safety.
The NRC staff's review will not concentrate on the methods employed by DOE to
procure expert judgments as these judgements are not being employed to support
any licensing decisions.
However, the staff will give DOE's methods a review
to identify any obvious potential for problems if those same methods were
used to support a license application.
Documents for Review
1)

The ESSE (Volume 1). This document contains the evaluation of the site's
suitability against the 10 CFR Part 960 guidelines and the narrative of
the technical information relevant to the site. Volume 1 also contains
the background information on how the site suitability evaluation was
conducted.

2)

The Peer Review of the ESSE (Volume 2). This document contains the
comments of the technical reviewers, an explanation of how the peer
reviewers were selected, and a brief statement of how the peer review was
conducted. It also contains a brief discussion of the results of the peer
review, and a consensus position statement from the reviewers. It does not
contain the documentation of the peer process.

3)

New references identified in the review of the ESSE that may contain
information necessary to the staff's conclusions. (In the early stages of
the review, staff should review the list of references cited in the ESSE
and Identify those that are new and not readily available so that those
references can be requested from the DOE.)
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The final product will consist of one comment package with an introduction.
Comments will follow the format established for Site Characterization reviews
with a statement of the concern, bases for the concern, recommendations, and
references. Comments should be technically defensible, consistent with the
purposes defined in this review plan, and should accurately represent
the information provided in the ESSE. In order to assure internal integration,
comments should be coordinated between disciplines, where needed, and
consistent with other NRC HLW policies and guidance.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE REVIEW TEAM
The review team for the ESSE will be composed of staff from all disciplines,
including quality assurance (QA) and performance assessment (PA) staff. The
ESSE (Volume 1) review will require input from all on the application and
interpretation of the siting guidelines and technical information. QA staff
will have the responsibility of reviewing the peer review. Staff should be
knowledgeable of peer reviewers' comments for technical areas for which they
have responsibility.
Assignments are as follows:
ESSE, Volume 1
Section

Lead

Introduction

Input
All

2.3.1

Hydro

Geol

2.3.2

Hydro

Geol, WP

2.3.3

Geol

Eng, Hydro, WP

2.3.4

Hydro

Geol

2.3.5

Geol

Hydro

2.3.6

Geol

Hydro

2.3.7

Geol

Hydro, Eng

2.3.8

Geol

Hydro

2.3.9

PA

2.4

PA

Geol, Hydro, Eng

3.0

PA

all
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3.3.1.3

Hydro

3.3.3.1

Hydro

Geol

3.3.3.2

Geol

Hydro, Eng, WP

3.3.3.3

Hydro

Geol

3.3.3.4

Geol

Eng

Disciplines providing input should coordinate with the lead discipline early in
the review process.
In addition to the assignments listed above, performance assessment staff will
also conduct a limited review of DOE's use of expert judgment in making the
site suitability evaluation.
Volume 2
QA staff should review available information related to the peer review
process. Other technical staff should read comments of the peer reviewers in
their area of responsibility.
IQA REQUIREMENTS
The Senior Project Manager will be responsible for distributing the review plan
and ensuring that members of the review team are familiar with the plan. A
record of staff attending discussions of the review plan will be kept as part
of the IQA documentation.
The Senior Project Manager will also be responsible for the documentation of
the review pr'ocess. Materials that will constitute the IQA record of this
review are documentation of milestones 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, and 12.
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SCHEDULE FOR THE REVIEW
Yucca Mountain Team members were provided copies of the ESSE at the Team
meeting of March 18. The scope and tentative schedule of the review were
discussed at the team meeting of April 1. Milestones in the review schedule
are as follows:
1.

April 1

Begin review of both volumes of ESSE

2.

April 15

Coordination among disciplines should begin. Project
Manager should be notified of any potential problems.

3.

April 22

Staff should have concerns established well enough to
discuss at the team meeting.

4.

May 4

Draft concerns to Project Manager (HLPD) and Section
Leaders (By dated note from technical leads)

5.

May 12

Final concerns to Branch Chiefs

6.

May 15

Final concerns to Project Manager, HLPD (By dated
note from Branch Chief)

7.

May 25 -29

Management (including NRC and CNWRA Management) review

8.

June 1

Comment package to ACNW

9.

June 17

Meet with ACNW Working Group to discuss results of
staff review

10.

July 1

Receive ACNW comments

11.

July 10

Review package to Office Director

12.

July 15

Review package to DOE
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schedular requirements of to CFR
50.481c)(4) until prior to startup from the
fifth refueling outage commencfig om
than 160 days after December 1081 (the
date of approval for the modifications).
or spring 1987 refueling outage.

I
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The NRC staff has determined that the
granting of this exemption will not result
in any significant environmental impact
and that pursuant to 10 CFR 51.5(dX4)
an environmental impact statement or
negative declaration and environmental
impact appraisal need not be prepared
In connection with this action.
For further details with respect to this
action see (1)the licensee's request
dated September?. 1983. and 12) the
related Safety Evaluation dated
February 29,19S84 which are avilable
for public inspection at the
Commission's Public Document Room
1717 H Street. NW., Washington, D.C.
and at the lKewaunee Public Library. 622
Juneau Street KCewaunee, Wisconsin
64216.
Dated at Bethesda. Maryland this 29th day
of February 198.
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Harold L.Denton.
.Duiector. ice of Nucearteactor
Regulation.
tIR Doc. *&8 Filed 5-134W: .0 aM
sum
coom 1n1041

Preliminary Decision Related to U.S.
Department o1 Energy's General
Guidelines for the Recommendation of
Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories
a* tEcY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACT11C Preliminary decision on

concurrence InU.S. Department of
Energy's Guidelines.
suMMARY: This preliminary draft
decision sets forth the findings of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC"
or "Commission") on whether to concur
in the General Guidelines for the
Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear
Waste Repositories (guidelines)
proposed by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE).I Tes'uidelinea were
developed pursuant to section 112(a) of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA)
and were submitted to the Commission
on November 22. 3. The Commission
has concluded that it will grant its
concurrence In the guidelines aubject to.
the satisfactory resolution of several
conditions.
The Commission iill concui Inthese
siting guidelines provided that DOE:(1)Amends the siting guidelines to
recognize NRC's jurisdiction for
rtsolution of differences between the
guidelines and Ia CF.R Part O0M

three sites to the President for
characterization (examples of the kinds
of information which the Commission
has in mind can be found in NRC
jurisdiction;
(3)Revised the siting guidelines so
Regulatory Guide 4.17); and that:
(7)Adds additional disqualifying
(a) DOE modifies Its use of high
conditions to the guidelines with
effective porosity to limit Its use to those sufficient specificity to ensure that
situations that could be considered as a unacceptable sites are elinfinated as
favorable siting condition;
early as practicable. Disqualifying
(bhDOE commits to revise its siting
conditions should be provided for those
guidelines on the unsaturated zone so
factors specified in section 1122a) of
that they are consistent with the final
NWPA including seismic activity.
NRC amendments on the unsaturated
-tomic energy defense activities,
zone:
proxinity to water supplies, the effect
(c)DOE should relocate the favorable upon the rights of users of water, the
condition relating to total dissolved
location of valuable natural resources.'
solid concentrations in the groundwater. hydrology, geophysics, proximity to
presently contained in section 960.4-2-1 populations. and proximity to
(b)(P) of the guidelines, to section 960.4- components of the National Park
2-6-i where effects on natural resources System. the National Wildlife Refuge
are considerd. As an alternative. DOE
System, the Rational Wild and Scenic
could delete this provision;
Rivers System, the National Wilderness
(d)DOE should not frame Its Preservation System, and National
guidelines such that a 1.000 year
groundwater travel time (10 CFR 60.113) Forest Lands.
ALTE: Comment period expires April 4,
would be adjusted, particularly in the
1984. Comments received after this date
early stages of site selection;
will be considered if it is practical to do
le) DOE should delete the word
to but consideration of late comments
wpermanently" from its defisntion of
cannot be assured. Written comments
"disturbed zone;"
should not exceed ten pages Inlength.
In DOE should clarify Its meaning of
"short-term" extreme erosion and revise A0DRESSts: Mall written comments to:
the guidelines as aDPprOPriate:
Secretary. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
(g)DOE should delete the word
Commission. Washington. D.C. 20555
"significant" from section 9604-2-6Attention: Docketing and Services
1(c)1) of the siting guidelines where
Branch. Deliver comments to: Room
reference is made to "Evidence of
1121,1717 H Street NW., Washington.
significantsubsurface mining"
D.C., between 8:15 an. and 5:00 p.m. on
(emphasis added).
weekdays.
(h) DOE should modify the guidelines
FOR FURTHER INFORMAT&ON CONTACT.
so that they are consistent with the
Regis R. Boyle. Section Leader,
Commission's definition of "anticipated
Regulatory and Environmental Section.
processes and events" and
Repository Projects Branch. Division of
"unanticipated process and events."
Waste Management. Office of Nuclear'
(I)DOE should modify the guidelines
Material Safety and Safeguards. U.S.
so that potentially adverse conditions
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
(e g. dissolutioning) be considered If
Washington. D.C. 20555. telephone (301)
they affect isolation within the
427-4127.
conttolled area even though the
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
condition may occur outside the.
controlle area.
Lintroducti (4)Modifies the siting guidelines to
This preliminary decision by the
make clear that engineered barriers
Commission relates to Its proceeding on
cannot constitute a compensating
whether to concur in the General
measure for deficiencies in the geologic
Guidelines for the Recommendation of
media during site smreening
(5)Specifies In greater detail how the Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories
guidelines will be applied at each siting ("siting guidelines" or "guidelines")
proposed by the US. Department of
stage including site nomination and
Energy ("DOE").
characterization (for example, DOE
In Its Order of December 12. 1983 the
should upecify In the implementation
Commission posed five questions
uidelines which guidelines would be
applied at each stage of site screening);
relevant to the Commission's
(6)Supplements the guidelines to
concurrence in DOEs siting guidelines
fndicate the linds of informatIon
(48 FR 55789). The questions were
necessary for DOE to make decisions on discussed at the Commission's January
the nomination of at least five repository 11, 1984 public meeting and are listed
sites and subsequently recommending
below.
(2)Commits to obtain NRC's
concurrence on revisions to the siting
guidelines that relate to NRC

.
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Question 1: Do the guidelines omit any
relevant technical criteriaestatlished in
10 CFR Part 6?
Question 2' Could any guidelines not
related to 10 CFR Port 60result in
selecting a site that would not be a
reasonable candidate for license
application?
Question 2The guidelines and 20 CR
Part 60 sometimes employ different
wording to define terms and to describe
certain technical criteria. Could these
differences result in selecting a site that
would not be a reasonable candidate for
a license application?
Question4: Would the selection of
sites in accordance with the guidelines
be a reasonable means to identify
alternative sites for the purposes of the
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA)?
Question 5: Are the guidelines
sufficient to assure the selection of sites
that would be reasonable candidates for
a license application?
In formulating this decision. the
Commission applied the following
criteria to the siting guidelines: (1)The
-uiting guidelines must not be in conflict
*ith 20 CFR Part 60. '(2) The siting
guidelines must not contain provisions
tat might lead DOE to select sites that
would not be reasonable alternatives for
an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS); and (3)The siting guidelines
should not contain provisions that are In
conflict with NRC responsibilities as
embodied in the NWPA.
On the basis of these criteria. the
Commission will concur in these siting
guidelines provided that DOE:
- (1)Amends the siting guidelines to
recognize NRCs jurisdiction for
resolution of differences between the
guidelines and 10 CFR Part 60
(2) Commits to obtain NRC's
concurrence on revisions to the siting
guidelines that relate to NRC
jurisdiction
(3)Revises the siting guidelines as
Indicated In Section IVof this decision;
(4)Modifies the siting guidelines to
make clear that engineered barriers
cannot constitute a compensating -I
measure for deficiencies In the geologic
media during site screening8
(5)Specifies in greater detail how the
guidelines will be applied at each siting
stage Including rSte nomination and
characterization (for example. DOE
should specify in the implementation
guidelines which guidelines would be
applied at each stage of site screening):
IA conflict wIth 10 CMFaR
P 0 mams
a*ny

difference between itand th siting guidelins

which. tking Into account their different piuposes.
would lead DOEto prpose lot licensing asite
which probably would aot satisf
CPR PW GM

(6) Supplements the guidelines to
Indicate the kinds of Infotmationnecessary for DOE to make decisions on
the nomination of at least rive repository
sites and subsequently recommending
three sites to the President for
characterization (examples of the kinds
of information the Commission has in
mind can be founp in NRC Regulatory
Guide 4.17); and
(7) Adds additional disqualifying
conditions to the guidelines with
sufficient specificity to ensure that

unacceptable sites are eliminated as
early as practicable. Disqualifying

conditions should be provided for those
factors specified in section 112(e) of
NWPA including seismic activity.
atomic energy defense activities,
proximity to water supplies, the effect
upon the rights of users of water, the
location of valuable natural resources.
hydrology, geophysics. Proximity to
populations, and proximity to
components of the National Park
System. the National Wildlife Refuge
System, the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, the National Wilderness
Preservation System and National
Forest Lands.
By satisfying the above stated
conditions, the DOE can obtain the
concurrence of the Commission in the
siting guidelines. However, the
Commission encourages DOE to carry
on a continuing and cooperative
dialogue with the states and affected
Indian Tribes In order to minimize
misunderstandings and to keep them
fully apprised of activities related to the
siting of a high-level radioactive waste
repository.

The Commission expects that DOE
will revise the guidelines in response to
this preliminary decision. Public
comment is particularly desired on the
issues raised in this preliminary
decision. In commenting on Weis
decision, the public should assume that
DOE adequately addresses the
Commission's conditions.' After
considering public comments on this
preliminary concurrence ~ecision, the
Commlssion wIl publish its final
concurrence decision in the Federal
Register. U the final concurrence
decision mots forth conditions that DOE
must meet in order to obtain the
Commission's concurrence, then the
Commisslon expects DOE to submit
revised guidelines that will satisfy the
Commission!s stated conditions. If the
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Commission determines that the
conditions have been met, it will inform
DOE that the Commission's concurrence
in the guidelines Is then effective.
11 Procedural Background
Section 212Ra) of the Nucolar Waste
Policy Act of 1982 ("NWPA" or 'Waste
Act"), 42 U.S.C. 10312(a), directs DOE to
issue general guidelines for the
recommendation of sites for repositories
and to obtain the concurrence of the
tNRC. The NWPA does not specify any
procedure for the.Comrission's
concurrence. In ruling on a petition by
the Yakima Indian Nation, the
Commission found that NRCs
concurrence responsibility is not
rulemaking and does not require notice
and opportunity for public comment (48
FR 39536). Nevertheless, Inresponse to
requests that the Commission structure
Its concurrence process as Notice and
Comment rulemaking, the Commission
decided that In order to crystallize the
issues, It would accept-written
comments on DOE's proposed siting
guidelines and then conduct a public
meeting on those siting guidelines.
On November 22 1983. DOE
submitted proposed siting guidelines for
Commission concurrence. Written
comrments were received from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA.
six states, one Indian Tribe. four public
interest groups, and one industry group.
Subsequently, on January 11. 1084. the
Commirsion conducted a day-ong
public meeting on the siting guidelines.
he participants were DOE, EPA. eight
states. one Indian Tube, four public
interest groups. one industry group, and
one individual During that meeting, the
Commission announced that the record
of the proceeding would be left open
until February 1 1984. Additional
written submittals were received from
DOE. EPA. the US. Geological Survey

(USGS), nine states, two public interest
Froups, two Industry groups, and two
idian tribes.
I3L CrIteria for Concurrenc

The NWPA does not specify the scope
or establish any criteria for Commission
concurrence. The Yakima Indian Nation
contended, without any supporting
documentation, that Congress intended
the Commission to review all aspects of
'the siting guidelines and the process
leading to their proposed final form. The
State of Nevada stated that plenary
' In readcing Its final decisio on roncurrence, the review of the siting guidelines is
commitsion wili rely primarily onommenta
properly a task for the United States
uctived during the 31day comment perlod ard
Court of Appeals and that the
thowe recetvd during the public aeont period
Comnmission's review Is limited by Its
which closed on Februay 1. 11R4. Comment letiers
organic juisdiction to assurlnr the
n this preliiinary idadriou should sot pieed in
publics health and safety. A 'cordiqly.

na

I
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Nevada recommended. Me standard
which the NRC must apply in deciding

whether to concur or not to concur W
DOE site recommendation guidelines is
whether as a matter oflaw the
guidelines are (p consistent with the
requirements of the Act: (2)consistent
with the Commission's own general
statutory mission and responsibility, to
protect the radiological health and
safety of the public; and (31 consistent
with other applicable administrativedecisions or regulations adopted
pursuant to eitherf"Serious Texans
Against Nuclear Dumps (STAND) suggested a similar standard but would

limit Nevada's third standard for
concurrence (identified above) to
consistency with the requirements ofto
CFR Part 60.
The Commission's jurisdiction Is
established by the Atomic Energy Act of
1954. as amended ("Atomic Energy
Actit the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969. as amended
(NEPA"); the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974. as amended r[ERA"t and

NWPA. These Acts provide the
Commission broad Jurisdiction over
mS-aters regarding protection of the
public health and safety from exposures
to radiation and over environmental
impacts arising from NRC licensed
facilities. This Commission's review of
another agency's action is necessarily
limited by the extent of this
Commission's jurisdiction. Accordingly.
the Commission's review of DOE's siting
guidelines Islimited In accordance with
its 5urisdiction.
The technical criteria that the
Commission will use In licensing a
repository are contained in IOCFR Part
60 This rule implements the
Commission's jurisdiction. Because a

i
*

purpose of the guidelines is to ensure

that DOE chooses sites that are suitable
for development as a repository, a prime
NRC concern in determining whether to
concur in DOE' siting guidelines Is to
ensure that the guidelines are not In
conflict with 10 CFR Part eQ
The Commission's regulations 1n 10
CFR Part o primarily address matters of
public health and sarety but are also
concerned with DOEs site selection
process as it affects the Commission's
ability to comply with NEPA. Under

section IWO of NWPA. the Commission
Isto adopt DOE's Environmental Impact
Statement ('EIS- to the extast
practicable. Thus. the Commission also

reviewed DOE's siting guidelines to
determine whether. if implemented in a
reasonable manner, there is anything in
those guidelines which might ead DOE
to select sites that would not be

.,

reasonable alternatives for an
Environmental lipact Statement.
- Finally, the Commission has
considered whether the diting guidelines
are in conflict with its responsibilitIes as
embodied in the NWPA. The
Commission has not examined how the
guidelines deal with matters beyond Its
jurisdiction.
Accordingly, the Commission applied
the following criteria to make Its concurrence decision: (1lThe sting
guidelines must not be in conflict with
aiting guidelines
30 CFR Part W.(2)The
must not contain provisions that might
lead DOE to select sites that would not
be resonable alternatives for an
Environinental Impact Statement and
(3)The siting guidelines should not
contain provisions that are
in conflict
with the NWPA.
IV.Application of the Concurrence
Criteria.
In this section. the Commission states
Its principal concerns with the
guidelines and considers the oral
testimony presented at the January 11.
1984. public meeting (hereafter called
participants or commenters) and the
written comments submitted to the
Commission through the extended
comment period which ended on
February 1.194. The Commission has
considered ie comments which relate
to the concurrence criteria discussed In
Section m. Any other issues raised by
the participants, but immaterial to the
Commission's concurrence criteria, have
not been addressed here.
In its Order of December 1L 1983 the
Commission posed five questions
relevant to the Commission's
concurrence in DOE's siting guidelines.
The questions were discussed at the
Commission's January 11. 18 public
meeting and in written conmments. These
questions. along with the Commission's
findings, are presentedbelow.\
Question I
Do the guidelines omit any relevant
technical criteria established in 10 CFR
Part O?
Discussion
The Commission finds tat DOE'
guidelines omit only one piovision Into
CFR Part 00 which requires discuio
10 CFR tlO122(aX2) requires DOE todemonstrate that a potentially adverse
condition will not cormpromise the
performance of the geologic repository.
TIe DOE siting guidelines make no
referewce to this demonstration. Section
OB0.3-244of the guidelines states
'Ms evaluation shal consider gn
balance thosefavorohle cndions=and
potentially adverse conditions Identified

Notce's

*s uch at a preferred she in relation to
the qualifying condition and the
disqualifying condition. Ifappropriate,
of each guideline." (emphasis added)
The NRC approach for evaluating

potentially adverse conditions in 10 CFR
Part W
0s different from that (tsed by
f
DOE in the guidelines. The NBC
eprochonly aouib*fter
site
cn beby then NRC
wil have the benefit oetensive date
acquired during site characterization.
DOE, however, must consider

potentially adverse conditions before al
of this datais available. Consequently.
DOE must treat adverse conditions
differently because DOE will apply the
guidelines when data are limited.
Therefore. even though the siting
guidelines do not contain the provision
identified In10 CFR 60.122(a)(2), the
Commission finds that the DOE
appfoach is not In conflict with 10 CFR
Part -o.
Conclusion
The Commission finds that DOE. In
developing its repository siting
guidelines. has Included a11 of the
relevant technical criteria established in
10 CFR Part 60
Ouesdon 2
Could any guidelines not related to1D
CFR Part 60 result In selecting a site that
would not be a reasonable candidate for
license application?
Discussion

The Commission has Identified six
provisions in the siting guidelines for
which there Isno comparable
requirement in 10 CFR Part 60 and
which might result in selecting a site
that would not be a reasonable
candidate for a license application.
* (a)Resolution of inconsistencies
between 10 CFX Port60 andguidelines.

Section 601.1 of the siting guidelines
states that "The guidelines set forth In
this Part are intended to complement the
requirements set forth in the Act. t0 CFR
Part 60, and 40 CFM Part 191. In applying
these guidelines, the DOE willresolve
any nconusktencies between the
guidelines andthecbove documents hn
o mnannerdaterirefedby the DOE to
mozst caoely agmee with the intent of the
Act. (emphasis added)
The Commission's Interpretation of Its
regulations Is bindingon DOE.
l'erefore. to the extent that DOE

believes that the guidelines ar
Inconsistent with 10 CFR Part C0, DOE
must conform the guidelines to 1O CFR
Part 00 as the means of conforming to
the NWPA. I DOE believes that such an
approa&hresults in falling to meet

.
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to locating a repository 200 meters
below the Surface. However. 10 CFR
80.122(b)(5) ha as a favorable
conditions: "Conditions that permit the
emplacement of waste at a minimum
limit its use to those situations that it
depth of 300 meters from the ground
could be considered as a favorable
surface". In the siting guidelines. DOE
siting condition.
(d) Unsoturatedzone.Section 90.412- has a similar favorable condition which
- of the siting guidelines Includes
states: "Site conditions that permit the
emplacement of waste at a depth of at
conditions applicable to Siting a
repository In the unsaturated zone. The
least 300 meters below the directly
overlying ground surface.
final technical criterIa 110 R Part 60)
approved by the Commission o aJune 23,
The Commission finds that DOE may
1983. contaIn no specific provlsiona
disqualify sites if a repository could not
related to the unsaturated zone. In
be constructed 200 meters blow the
January 1984, the Commission approved surface and that such a disqualifying
for publication draft provisions related
condition is not In conflict with to CFR
to the unsaturated zone for incorporated Part Go.
into 10 CFR Part 6. While the
Conclusion
Commission considers that the DOE
siting guidelines are not in conflict with
The Commission finds, subject to the
the Commission's criteria to be
satisfactory resolution of the above
published for public comment the final
comments, that the provision In the
amendments to the Commission's siting guidelines not related to 10 CFR Part 60
criteria may be revised as the result of
would not result in selecting a site that
should explicitly state that revisions of
consideration of public comments on the Is not a reasonable candidate for a
the guidelines which Involve matters
proposed amendments. DOE should
license application.
under NRC jurisdiction will be subject tci commit to revise its siting guidelines so
Questiona
that they are consistent with the final
the concurrence of the NRC.
-Jc) High effctive porosi1 sF
0
NRC amendments.
The guidelines and 10 CFR Part 60
favorable condition.The guidelines
(e) Totaldissolved solid
.sometimes employ different wording to
Identify as a favorable siting condition a concentrationof groundwater. Section
define terms and to describe certain
geologic medium with a high effective
960.4-2-1(b(7) identifies groundwater
technical criteria. Could these
porosity. Section 960.4-2-1(b)(4) of the
with total dissolved solids of 10.000
differences result In selecting a site that
guidelines slates that a favorable
parts per million (ppm) or more along
would not be a reasonable candidate for
condition for reducing the release of
the path of likely radionuclide travel to
a license application?
radionuclides would be "a high effective be a favorable condition. It is not clear
porosity along paths of likely
to the Commission how a total dissolved Discussion;
radionuclide travel between the host
solid concentration of 10,000 ppm or
Listed below are Instances where
rock and the accessible environment."
more in the groundwater would
different wording is employed in the
The Commission finds that a high
contribute to the compliance of section
siting guidelines when compared to that
effective porosity is not always a
960.4- for radionuclide releases to the
In 10 CFR Part 60.
favorable siting condition. Groundwater accessible environment. Furthermore.
(a) Groundwater grovel time. Section
flow velocity is the product of hydraulic groundwater containing a high
0.04-2-1(d) of the siting guidelines tates
gradient and hydraulic conductivity
concentration of dissolved solids may
that "A site shall be disqualified if the.
divided by effective porosity A high
have an adverse effect on the
expected pre-waste-emplacement
effective porosity is afavorable..
performance of the engineered barrier
condition if the product of the hydraulic system. Thus, we are not convinced that groundwater travel time along any path
of likely radionuclide travel from the
gradient and hydraulic conductivity
this condition is favorable.
disturbed zone to the accessible
remains constant However under some
DOE explains that this favorable
environment is less than 1.000 years.
circumstances, porosity and hydraulic
condition was developed So that Site
unless the characteristics and conditions
conductivity have been shown to be
locations with poor-quality ground
of the geologic setting, such as the
positively correlated. In those situations water would be given preference over
capacity for radionuclide retardation
now velocities may. be greater at a site
those with aquifers containing potable
with a high porosity depending on site
water or water capable of being used for and the groundwater flux, would limit
specific conditions. Therefore. under.'
irrigation. If the provision is retained In potential radionuclide releases to the
accessible environment to the extent
some circumstances. the condition on
the final guidelines, then the
that the requirements specified In
effective porosity may be adverse rather Commission finds that it should be
section 90.4-1 could be met."
placed
in
section
960.4-24-1
of
the
than favorable.
DOE modifies this disqualifying
siting guidelines where effects on
Furthermore. DOE defines "effective
condition by stating that sites having a
natural resources are considered.
porosity" as "the amount of
groundwater travel of less than 1.00o
interconnected pore space andfracture
n1)
Minimum depth. Section 960.444
of the siting guidelines states that a site years would still be considered If
openings. .. " (emphasis added). To
conclude that a high effective porosity 1I would be disqualified "if site conditions mitigating conditions are present. The
NRC criterion at 10 CFR 60.113 allows
a favorable condition would imply that
do not allow all portions of the
adjustments to a 1.00O year groundwater
an abundance of "fracture openings"
underground facility to be situated at
travel time, but only on a case-by-case
would be a favorable site condition.
least 200 meters below the directly
basis where approved or specified by
overlying ground surface". 10 CFR Part
While this may be valid in some
the Commission. Under the guidelines.
60 does not contain a provision related
instances, a large number of fracture
certain requirements of the NWPA. it
should seek an exemption from NRC
before acting in a manner contrary to
the provisions of 10 CFR Part 60.
(b)NRC concurrence In future
revisions to guidelines. In the Draft of
the Deportmrent of Ener~y'a Analysis
end Considerotionof CommentsReceivedon te Genera) uidelinesfar
Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear
Waste Repositories, DOE stated. "If
future revisions of 10 CFR Part 60
contain provisions with which the
guidelines are Incompatible, the DOE
will revise the guidelines, as permitted
by the Act."
The Commission believes that for
NRC concurrence under section 312(a)
of the NWPA to be meaningful. this
section must be interpreted to require
DOE to obtain NRC concurrence in
subsequent revisions to the siting
guidelines which involve matters under
NRC jurisdiction. Therefore. the
Commission finds that the guidelines

openings would not always be a
favorable siting condition. The
Commission finds that DOE should
modify its use of effective porosity to

..
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respective definitions, each may find

different lengths for the path of
groundwater travel. Consequently.
roundwater travel time. a key criterion
or both NRC and DOE, would also be
differ nt. The Commission finds that
DOE should delete the word
"permanently" from Its definition of
"disturbed zoic."

lc) Definition of "miricted

am-.

Section 9602 of (be siting guidelines
defines "restricted area" as a term that
applies "before repository closure". Te
CM
definition of "restricted area" in 10O
Part 60 does not contain the phrase
"before repository closure". DOE
explained that the different wording is
needed to clarify that administrative
controls cannot be prsumed to exist
throughout the postclosure phase As

this is consistent with the usage in 10
CFR 0.111. the Commission views dhe

differences Indefinitions to be
insignificant.
.
.

March 14. 96_ Notlce.
-

DOEtwould be making determinations
with respect to groundwater travel time
that may prove unaceptable to the
CommissionL
The Commission believes 'hat DOE
should not frame its guideline such that
a 1000 year groundwater travel time pO
CFR 60M113) would be adjusted.
particularly In the early stages of site
selection. nerefore, the Commission
finds that DOE should modify the
guidelines so as not to rely on the
possibility of an NRC adjustment
(b) Definition of "disturd newe
Section 960.2 of the siting guidelines
defines "disturbed zone" as
* that
portion of the controlled area, excluding
shafts. whose physical and chemical
properties are projected to change
* permonentdy as a result of underground
facility construction or heat generated
by tbe emplaced radioactive wastes
Such that the resultant change of
properties could have a significant effect
on the performance of the geologic
repository" (emphasis added).
The Commission finds that if the
disturbed zone encompasses only the
area that is permanently changed, then
DOE may neglect areas where transient
changes occur that could have a
'-ignificant effect on repository
performance. Transient changes to the
repositry's physical, chenical. and
hydrological envirortment significantly
afecting wrast isolation may extend
beyond the zone that is permanently
disturbed.
The NRC and DOE measure the path
of groundwater travel from the outer
boundary of the disturbed zone to the
accessible environment. If DOE and
NRC establish different boundaries for
the disturbed zone, according to their

.,
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subsarface mining would be considered
(dl Def iMio of "beyond`teasvvab
to be adverse untl ft had been
tvailable technoigy'" Section 94-3thoroughly evaluated. Therefore, the
Ucl oftIhesdtirzuidellne uses the
"compex etonerd m easures yond
Commission finds no teed for the term
"significant" and recommends that It be
reasonably available technology"ndeleted from section 0Q42-6tc)(2) of
describing a potentially adverse
the guidelines.
condtiton for rockt characteristica 10
CFR O0.122c)(2O se s ila phrae.
(g)Antkipaed and unanticipated
"complex engineerintg measurs" In
processes ondevents. 1he guidelines
describing a potentially advrerse
define and use the phrases.
conditions for ro or groundwster. DOE "characteristics and processes affecting
states that the term 'beyond reasonably expected repository performance" and
availablelechnology" defines the ter
"potentially disruptive processes and
"complex".
events" 1O CFR Part 60 defines and uses
While the Commission Would W
related phrases: "anticipated processes
necessarily define "complex" In the
and events" and "unanticipated
same manner as DOE has. the
processes and events." DOE explained
Commission finds that the NRC and
that the sets of phrases have parallel
DOE phrases are not contradictory in
meanings but DOE chose its wording for
the context of their se
reasons of clarity.
le1 Erosion.Section 9£60.4.4lc)(l1 of
The Commission finds that the
the sdting guidelines states that a
different categorization of events, and
potentially ad verse condiion rrould be
processes by DOE may leastlo
geologic setting that hows evidence
overlooking Sn the site selection process
of auptained extreme erosion during the
somne site caracteristic that are
Quaternary Period" (emphasis added).
important to repository performance aid
A similar adverse condition at 1G CFR considers that the guidelines should be '
60.122(c)[163 does not qualify erosion as revised. The Commission's definition or
"sustained"..The Commission finds that anticipated jrocesses and events
.
the DOE condition ts less conservative
Includes consideration of all geologic
than the NRC condition because the
processes and events that have oucunsi
DOE condition would not take into
during the Quarternary period and may
account short-term extreme erosion as
include some events that DOE would
would the NRC condition.
categorize as 'disruptive." This differW
DOE explained that pieriods of short.
approach to categorizing processes ad
term extreme erosion would not be
events could also lead to an inadequal
considered potentially adverse. This
site characterization program.
may be true if short-term refers to brief
performance assessments that are adl
floods.
such
as
flash
episodic events,
adequate to provide reasonable
that could cause extreme esin.
assurance that the performance
However, a short-term period taken
objectives of 10 CER Part 60 are mui.
from the perspective of geologic time
and an Incomplete license applicatio
(Le, the Quaternary Period) could last
Unless these definitions, and the elts
tens of thousands of years. The
assessments and investigations. are
Commission finds that the DOE should
made consistent. DOE could select d0
clarify the meaning of short-term and
using the guidelines that would of beA
revise the guidelines as appropriate.
candidate for a license
(fn Subsufvacing mining. Section 660.4- reasonable
24-2Ic)[2) of the siting guidelines states application. Therefore, the Comnisin
fnds; that DOE should modify the
that a potentially adverse condition
guidelines to be consistent with toC
regarding a site's natural resoure
Part a0
wvould lbe "Evidence of ewignfcnt
(hN Dissolution. Section:: OK04' it
subsurface mining8 or extraction for
the siting guidelines states tht a
tcd
resources within t-he site If t
potentialy adverse condition w~fb
affect waste containment or Isolation"
"signifiarntdissolution witltoth
(emphasis added). DOE's qualification
site." (emphasis added. Asill
of subsurface mining s "sgnificant"
adverse condition at 10 UR
differs from a similar provision at t1
W.122(c)(10) would considerd
'CFR 60.122()lp8J wohich states that the
without reference to Its signlficAn o
potentially adverse condition wouild b~e
where It occurs.
'evidence of subsurface nig". DOE
The Inclusion of the word
exp~lained thiat tt used the terml
"signi
t" to cxdude activities such
'significant' In the DOE prowigj
is surface or near-surface mining that
inconsistent with t0 CFR FN t
consider evidence of diss'ifti k*W
migbt not affect repository performance
potentially adverse condition do -s
In 10 CFR Part 61 the Commission
never intended to imply that suburface be fully aracterized and evshow
and shown not to be significot bt
mining would include suface or near1WU
sufac mining Howev, aU eviderc of license application. DO ns

r. o.
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could lead to Incomplete information on.
and evaluation of, dissolution in the
license application.
On the matter of the extent of the
needed InvestigatIons. 10 CFR Part 60
requires that-potentially adverse
conditions be considered even ifthey
are outside the controlled area Ifthey
affect isolation within the controlled
area (as used In 10 CFR Part 60, ste
means the location of the controlled
area). DOE should modify these aspects
of the guidelines to be consistent with 10

Discussion

The NWPA has increased the
Commission's interest in DOE'.
compliance with NEPA. In the usual
case. the NRC relies on license
applicants to prepare Environmental
Reports which, among other thlngs.
detail the Investigation of altrative
sites. These reports ae primary sow
of Information for the NRC.s
Implementation of Its NEPA
responsibilities. In this case, B.
applicant Is another federal agency with
CFR Part 60.
Independent NEPA responsibilities This
(I)Site Ownership. Section 960.4-2-6- situation is not unique; the Commission
2(a) of the siting guidelines states that
has licensed several nuclear power
the "site shall be located on land for
plants built by the Tennessee Valley
which the DOE can obtain. In
Authority ('IVA"). In some cases, the
accordance with the requirements of 10 Commission wsed TVA's Environmental
CFR Part 60. ownership. surface and
Impact Statement as an Envronmental
subsurface righis, and control of access
Report for the preparation of NRCs'
. ...
Draft and Final Environmental Impact
10 CFR Part 60.121(a) specifies that
Statements. Section 114f of NTPA
Bolh the geologic repository operations modifies the relationship between the
area and the controlled aria shall be
NRC and DOE by directing the
located in and on lands that are either
Commission to adopt as murh of DOE's
acquiredclands under the jurisdiction
Environmental Impact Statement as Is
practicable. Thus, the NRC has a
and control of DOE or lands
permanently withdrawn and reserved
carticular Interest in those activities of
E that may ultimately have a bearing
.or its use."
' The Commission finds that the 10 CFR on the NRC's ability to adopt the EIS.
Some commenters contended that the
Part 60 provision and the siting guideline
guidelines would not lead DOE to select
provision are not In conflict as DOE
would undertake to obtain the necessary sites that would be reasonable
controls under the language proposed in alternatives for the purposes of NEPA.
The Yakima Indian Nation supported
the guidelines.
this contention by noting that the
Conclusion
guidelines are too subjective and nonThe DOE siting guidelines provide
selective. Wisconsin stated that
definitions and provisions applicable to compliance with the guidelines will not
geologic waste disposal. 10 CFR Part 60 ensure that any recommended sites will
establishes technical criteria for the
be adequate alternatives for NEPA
purposes because the guidelines do not
licensing of a high-level radioactive
require DOE to consider all the impacts
waste repository. The siting guidelines
which must be addressed In anD
of DOE need not be identical to NRC
criteria because the purpose of the siting Environmental Assessment or
Environmental Impact Statement.
guidelines is different from 10 CFR Part
Similarly, Texas recommended that the
60. The siting guidelines are to be used
to select sites for repository
guidelines be altered to require DOE to
evaluate environmental impacts prior to
development while 10 CFR Part 6o will
site characterization.
be used to evaluate a site after Ithas
Serious Texans Against Nuclear
been selected for licensing following an
extensive site characterization program. Dumps (STAND) and the Yakima Indian
Nation noted that the guidelines will not
Although the definitions and provisions
ensure that DOE will have three
in the DOE siting guidelines are not
adequate sites after characterization has
always identical with those In 10 CFR
Part 60. the Commission finds. subject to been completed. As noted by the
Yakimes. DOE has taken the position
the satisfactory resolution of the above
that if one or more of the characterized
comments, the definitions and
provisions are not in conflict with those sites prove to be unsuitable, the
remaining one or two sites will suffice.
In 10 CFR Part W.
STAND elaborated harther by stating
Question 4
that the NWPA requires that three
adequate sites be characterized so that
Would the selection of sites In
(1)there are acceptable alternatives for
accordance with the guidelines be a
reasonable means to Identify alternative the President. and (2)there are second
and third sites available in case a aste
sites for the purpose of the National
submitted to Congress is vetoed by the
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)?

%Ss5

host state or affected hndian Tribe.
STAND concluded that "since the
guidelines do not necessarily require
that an adequate site be selected and
characterized, the three adequate sites
necessary for submission to Congress
and to be discussed Inthe EUS may not
exist."
-.
DOE, in Its fuppkementaf testimony.
stated that the dwing guideline uil!
generate the technical information. as
well as the envitornental ionnmation.
necessary for the nomination of suitabe
candidate sites In accrdance wth
NWPA. As a result. DOE mnaintained
that when the final E1S is prepared.
sufficient information will exist for
informed decisionmaking consistent
with both NEPA and the NWPA.5
NRCResponse cnd rmdir
The Commission finds that the DOE
siting guidelines contain a nix of
geotechsnica. itutit al,
* The State of Washinatos ctAed that seoo
950.3-2-24[71 or the guidelines i inconsistent with
section 112b) of N'WPA. Washington believes that
section l2tb)l(ENIv) reqIuires DOE to compare all
potential repository dftes ad locations in ia
evaluation of alternative eiter. while section MCA2-2-417 of the guidelines would require DOE to
compcen orny the five sites sominsted for
characterliation.
Washington's interprelation a( section
212(b)(l(Ellivl of NVVA is inconsistent with the
clear statutory scheme tablished in section 122.
Section 1121bltl1lEMiv) provides that the Sea.Mrys
tominatlon of a sle as *acndidate
u r
characterizatlon under section 112vi shall be
accomplished by an environmental esassament
which shall include. among other thinp: a
reasonable comparative evaluation by the Secretary
of each slit with other dtes and locationa that have
been considered.
Washington womd interpret the word considered
to include all sites and locations crenitly under
consideration Including sltmnatlvas to deep
geologic repostories. This interpretation of the
word considered Is not supported by the rest of
section 1libI. or the overall utatutory scheme. An
axaminaton of the entire site salection proes
shows that for the purposes of section
1121b)tI)(E)liv) the wad considered meant thoe
sites nominated for consideration for
charsclerisson Only those sites will Lave the
comparable levels of site Information available
seceasary to make the reasonable comparative
evaluation' specified bi section 112(b)(f(Eltlvli
Moreover, because the only purpse of that
comparative evaiustion b the
Ihoce
of tbree Bite
for characterization. sections llfb)ltl (B)and (CI
there would be ao statutory purpose seved by
Including in the comparison sites not proposed for
characterization.
Finally. i,-: overbradth of Washington's
laterpretation is clear from Its Inclusio of
alternatives to deep geologic disposaL Section 11*(t)
explicitly excludes such alternatives from
consideration in the fnal environmental Impact
name.t t
be prepared is suport ofa proposed
repository athe. Crtainly. the preliminary.
documncts designed to lead ep ia this chorke olfc
final proposed rite seed not include extianeous
infornation iktleva to that intl chokce.
Accordingly. ile Commission Ands
tht DO~s
terpretation of section ll2b)l)IEXivl watunts
NRC deferenc.
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socioeconomic. and environmental
factors that must be considered Inthi
site selection process. The judgments
that must be made in applying the
guidelines range from "technical
judgments" (eg.. thermo-mechanical
response of the-host rock) to "value
judgments' (eg.. trade-offs between
potential effects on national parks as
opposed to prime agricultural land use).
The guidelines appear to cover the
spectrum of factors that must be
considered in order to select reasonable
alternative sites for NEPA purposes.
However, the Commission recognizes
that the siting guidelines alone do not
assure that appropriate sites will be
selected Of equal importance Is the
implementation of the guidelines. The
site selection process established by the
NWPA (i.e.. developing general siting
guidelines, publishing Environmental
Assessments. preparing site
characterization plans, and publishing a
site specific Environmental Impact
Statement) provides an adequate
framework for selecting alternative sites
that .omply with NEPA. Indeed, the
Commission has not found that the
guidelines contain provisions that would
lead DOE to select alternative siles that
could not be suitable sites for NEPA
compliance. Therefore, if the guidelines
are properly applied, DOE should select
sites that would be reasonable
alternatives for NEPA.
Because the NRC is required to adopt
the DOE's EIS to the extent practicable.
the NRC is particularly interested in
how the guidelines will be applied at
key stages In the site selection process.
Unless the guidelines are applied with
data appropriate to the decision to be
made. NRC may not be able to adopt the
DOE alternative sites as meeting the
"rule of reason: Therefore, the
Commission finds that DOE should.
specify Ingreater detail how the
guidelines will be applied at each siting
stage including site nomination and
characterization. This might be done by
specifying, in the implementation
guidelines, which guidelines would be
applied at each stage of site screening.
DOE should also indicate the kinds of
information, such as that identified In
Regulatory Guide 4.17, that would be
used by DOE to make decisions on the
nomination of sites and subsequent
recommendation of three sites for
characterization. The Information needs
for each individual category of the
technical guidelines (e.g.. geohydrology.
geochemistry, rock characteristics.
climatic changes, etc.) should be
-

l

specified.

-_
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Conclusion
The Commission believes that. subject
to the satisfactory resolution of the
conditions set forth in this decision,
using the DOE guidelines In the overall
context of the site selection process
established by the NWPA would be a
reasonable means for identification of

alternative sites for NEPA purposes.
Question
Are the guidelines sufficient to assure

the selection of sites that would be
reasonable candidates for a license
application?
Discussion
Many commenters viewed this
question as being the central Issue on
whether the Commission should grant or
withhold Its concurrence. The principal
issues raised by many of the
commenters were: (a) The guidelines
overemphasize the use of engineered
barriers; (b)The guidelines are
subjective, vague. and nonspecific; lc)
The posiclosure guidelines should not
take precedence over preclosure
guidelines; (d) The guidelines do not
specify the level of data needed to make
decisions: and (e)The guidelines tack an.
adequate Implementation methodology.
A summary of these Issues-and the
Commission's response and findings
follows.

a. The guidelinesover-emphosize the
use of engineeredborriers.Many
commenters contended that DOE
emphasizes engineered barriers aI the
expense of the natural ability of the site
to isolate the high-level waste. These
commenters believe that the guidelines
would allow DOE to select a site for
characterization in anticipation that
engineered barriers would remedy any
geologic deficiencies. The commenters
recommended that DOE eliminate
engineered barriers as a siting
consideration To support their

argument. theie commenters cited or
Interpreted various provisions of the
NWPA ahd ID CFR Part GM

STAND contended that the siting
guidelines are inconsistent with NWPA
because they include undue
consideration of engineered barriers.
STAND's argument it based on its
interpretation of section 212la) and
section 114ff) of NWPA. Section 112(a
provides in pertinent part.' 'geologic
considerations ... shall be primary
criteria for the selection of sites in
various geologic media. Section 114ff)
provides in pertinent part "For the
purposes of complying with the National
Environmental Policy Act of 99..

and this section. the Secretary shall
consider as altemate sites to be

I
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developed under his subtitle 3
candidate sites with respect to which (1)
site characterization has been
completed under section 113; and (2) the
Secretary has made a preliminary
determination. that such sites are
suitable for development as repositories
consistent with the guidelines
promulgated under section 11Z(a)".
'STAND believes that section 212(a)
Precluded DOE from giving engineered
arriers primary importance In the siting
guidelines. STAND further believes that
section 114ff) requires DOE's site
characterization process to result'in at
least 3 potentily licensable sites after
characterization. To ensure that DOE
finds three such sites. STAND believes
that DOE should not rely at all on
engineered barriers at the site selection
stage. but should reserve engineered
barriers as a safety margin for assuring

that a site will remain viable after
characterization.

The States ofTexas and Nevada also
believe that section 112(a) precludes
DOE from including engineered barriers
In Its siting guidelines. They note thai
section 113Sb)(1)(B) requires DOE to
provide to the NRC and states.
information on waste form or packaging
and their interactions with site geology
no sooner than when DOE proceeds to
prepare to sink a shaft for the purposes
of site characterization. They further
note that section 221(b)(1)(B) requires _
NRC to provide for multiple barriers in
Its licensing criteria. 10 CFR Part 60.
Therefore, they believe that these
provisions of NWPA Imply that DOE
was not authorized under NVWPA to
include engineered barriers in its siting
guidelines.

Texas and Nevada argued that the
siting guidelines' emphasis on
engineered barriers is inconsistent with
10 CFR Part 60. Nevada cited part of the
preamble to 10 CFR 60 which states
".. engineered and natural barriers
must each make a definite contribution
in order for the Commission to be able
to conclude that the EPA standard will
be met." (46 FR 28196) (emphasis
added). Nevada feels that DOE has

elevated the contribution of engineered
barriers to a more significant level than
that contemplated by the Commission.
Texas also noted provisions at 20 CFR
60.112 and 10 CFR 60.113(a)(1)(i) which

separate the siting process from
consideration of the engineered barrier
system. Consequently. Texas
ecommended that DOE should likewise
separate consideration of engineered
barriers from the siting process.
EPA expressed a slightly different
view by recommending that DOE should
not take full credit for the perfomance of'

U
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waste packages and waste forms (ie..
engineered barriers) required by 1TCFR
Part 60 when making comparative
performance assessments of potential
sites. Instead, EPA believes that DOE
should assume that waste packages and
waste forms perform at least an order of
magnitude less effectively than that
required by 10 CFR Part 60 In order to
compare the differences in isolation
capabilities among the sites.
In their supplemental testimony. the
Yakima Indian Nation stated that the
EPA proposal is a step in the right
direction but does not go far enough.
The Yakimas recommended that the
credit given to engineered barriers
should be reduced by a factor of 100
from the minimum requirements of 20
CFR 60.113.

In addition to de-emphasizing the
contribution of the engineered barriers.
EPA recommended how DOE might give
more emphasis to a site's natural
characteristics. Since the natural
characteristics of a site become more
important for isolation as time
progresses. EPA recommended that
comparative performance assessments
consider time periods of 50.000 to
200.000 years rather than just the 10.000
years considered in the containment
requirement of proposed 40 CFR Part
191. EPA recommended that the
performance assessments. used for
comparative evaluations of sites. should
be the same as those that will be used In
judging compliance with 40 CFR Part 292
except for less emphasis on engineered
barriers and more attention to times
greater than 10.000 years.

The Edison Electric Institute (EM)
took an opposite view on engineered
barriers. EEI believes that the guidelines
over emphasize natural barriers, thereby
departing from a "systems approach."
Under a systems approach one would
judge a repository's performance
according to the combined contributions
of all its components (i.e. the
engineered and natural barriers). EEl
maintains that a systems approach. In
both siting and construction. would
ensure a roper combination of manmade andnatual components.
DOE. in Its supplemental testimony.
slated that DOE will "tot rely on
engineered barriers to compensate for
deficiencies in the natural barriers of the

repository system"' DOE stated that "It
is not the Department's intent" to
suppress information regarding the
innate capabilities of candidate sites by
considering engineered barriers.
However. DOE stated that it will
evaluate alternative statements in the
siting guidelines to clarify its Intent with
regard to engineered barriers.

{
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NRC Response and Finding

The Commission finds that engineered
barriers must be considered in the site
selection process but cannot be used to
compensate for geologic deficiencies
during site sreening. In developing 10
CFIR Part 60. the Commission received
comments which argued that the
Commission's approach placed too great
an emphasis on engineered barriers and
provided insufficient incentives to select
a site with optimal geologic and
hydrologic characteristics. In response,
the Commission stated that both
engineered and natural barriers are
Important, and structured the NRC
technical criteria in a manner that
demands not only the use of advanced
engineering methods, but also the
selection of a site with excellent natural
Isolation capabilities.
The Commission notes that
engineered barriers are explicitly
mentioned at 10 CFR 60.122(a)(1) (in -

connection with geologic conditions), 10
CFR 60.122(c)(7) (in connection with
groundwater). and 10 CFR 60.122(c)(8)
(in connection with geochemical
processes). Since engineered barriers
are Included in the NRC siting criteria.
the Commission does not object to their
inclusion in the DOE siting guidelines.
The Commission believes that NWPA
does not legally preclude DOE from
Including engineered barriers in Its
siting guidelines. Section 112(a)
establishes detailed geologic
considerations as the primary criteria
for site selection, but not the only
criteria for site selection. Thus, the
guidlelines are not required to rely
solely on geologic criteria.
Furthermore, the Commission
considers that in selecting sites. DOE
should consider the effect that the
geohydrologic setting would have on the
performance of engineered barriers in
order to avoid any hostile geohydrologic
setting that, through geochemical
processes, could accelerate the
degradation of the engineered barrier
system.
Nonetheless, the Commission believes
that the DOE siting guidelines must not
rely on engineered barnierto
compensate for geologic weaknesses of
the site during the site screening stages.
For example It would not be prudent to
select a site where there Is evidence of
active faulting by relying on engineered
barriers.
With regard to the EPA
recommendation, to deemphasise
engineered barriers In the comparative
performance assessments by DOE, as
part of the site selection process, such
assessments would not be in conflict
with 10 CFR Part SO a;d may be
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employed as appropriate by DOE for
this purpose. However, at the time of~
licenseapplication. DQEwouldbe
required to meet the criteria in 10 CFR
Part 60. DOE has testified that its use of
engineered barriers in comparative
performance assessments would provide
for an equal contribution at each site.
Thus. no matter how large or small that
contribution may be. It would in effect
cancel out In a comparative evaluation
leaving the sites' hydrogeologic
properties as the distinguishing factors.
The EPA also suggested that It may be
appropriate for DOE to examine times
up to 100.000 years in their performance
assessments. bere Is nothing In 20 CFR
Part 60 that would prohibit DOE from
extending the time period to 100D0
years if they so desire.
b. The guidelines ore
dubjective.
vogue. andnon-specific. Many
commuenters believe that the guidelines
are so vague and non-specific that it
would be impossible to use them to
compare sites in any meaningful way.
Many commenters stated that the
guidelines should establish specific
numerical criteria against which a site
could be measured by an objective
observer. The commenters also believe
that the guidelines could be made more
specific by increasing the number of
disqualifying conditions.
On the other hand, the US. Geological
Survey (USGS) stated in its
supplemental testimony that it is not
possible to have totally objective
criteria for the highly variable and
complex geohydrologic systems. The
USGS Indicated that a high degree of
subjective judgment is required in this
process, particularly at the early stages
of site screening when data are very

limited and unequally distributed among
potential sites. USGS noted that even
after three sites are characterized. a
totally numerical objective ranking
system is neither appropriate nor
feasible.
The guideline's lack of specificity was
a major contention among the States.
Utah stated that the guidelines are so
non-specific that they allow the location
of a repository virtually anywhere
outside a national park or city limit.
North Carolina. in its supplemental
testimony, stated that the guidelines
lacked specificity because of a
noticeable absence of measurable
thresholds. Nevada contended that the
guideline's lack of specificity Is not
consistent with the requirements In the
NWPA. Section 112(a) requires DOE to
specify detailed geologic considerations
in the guidelines. Nevada believes that
geologic considerations In the guidelines
awe not detailed. Section 112(a also
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requires that the guidelines "shall
specify factors that qualify or disbualify
any site from development at a - respository'. In Nevada's view such
factors must be quantitative. but most
factors in the guidelines are qualitative.
In its supplemental testimony, Nevada
stated that while quantification is
desirable. It recognizes that "in many
instances. the data is not available to
support numerical thresholds at this
time."
Several commenters believe that the
guidelines could be made more specific
if they were developed for a particular
geologic medium rather than all media.
Wisconsin, In its supplemental
testimony stted that geotechnical
criteria cannot be quantified on a
national scale but must be mediumnspecific. Wisconn believes that these
tnedium specific criteria are necessary
to develop candidates for
characterization, particularly if there is
more than one site in each medium.
Similarly, Washington and Mississippi
pointed out in their supplemental
testimony, that rock/media specific
guidelines would allow a much higher
level of quantification to be
incorporated into the final guidelines.
Likewise, Minnesota recommended that
DOE develop "rock type subsets of the
guidelines that would provide the
quantification and parameters that
would made each rock type a favorable
or unfavorable media for waste
Isolation."
With regard to medium specific
guidelines. USGS, in Its supplemental
testimony, noted that medium specific
guidelines could be developed but such
guidelines would not ensure an equal
amount of data at all sites.
Many commenters also stated that the
guidelines are overly vague because
they do not specify a sufficient number
of disqualifying conditions. The State of
.Nevada pointed out that of the 21
technical guidelines, only seven contain
disqualifying conditions. According to

STAND, of the seven Aiscuoliring
conditions, none would elearly
disqualify unacceptable sites. STAND
and others believe that the guidelines
are constructed in a manner that would
prevent drawing a conclusion on a
disqualifying condition unless the entire
system's performance were jeopardized.
In this way. STAND contends that DOE
may discover and then disregard a
disqualifying condition on the premise
that Its presence would not affect the
system's performance.
Wisconsin noted that there were no
disqualifying conditions for
geochemistry. rock characteristics.
tectonics. water supplies, and national
forest lands. In addition. Wisconsin and

others noted that the guidelines' lack
Disqualifying conditions for some of the
NRC technical criteria. These include (1)
a minimum depth of 300 meters (10 CFER
0.122(b)(5)), and (2) site ownership (10
CFR Part 60.121).
DOE responded to Its supplemental
testimony to arguments that the
guidelines do not contain a sufficient
number of disqualifying factors. DOE
believes that It has expanded the list of
factors, required by section 212(a) of the
NWPA. that would qualify or disqualify
a 11te. DOE noted that the guidelines
contain 22 qualification conditions and
11 disqualification conditions. In
addition, DOE notes that the inverse of
a qualification condition is a
disqualification conditlon, Le, 'a site
shall be disqualified if * * * (2) the
qualifying condition of any system or
technical guideline cannot be met"
section 90.3-1-4). Thus, according to
DOE, the guidelines contain 33 xpilcit
and implicit disqualifying conditions,
any one of which can disqualify a site

from furtber consideration for
development as a repository.

NRC Response and Finding
The Commission notes that several
methods have been suggested for
making the guidelines more specific.
These methods include: (1) Adding more

developed as a reposito7r Including
factors pertaining to the location of
valuable natural resources, hydrology.
geophysics, seismic activity, and atomic
energy defense activities, proximity to
water supplies, proximity to
populations, the effect upon the rights of
users of water, and proximity to
components of the National Park
System. the National Wildlife Refuge
Systems, the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, the National Wilderness
Prnervation System, or National Forest
Lands. Section 112(a) states, 'Such
guidelines shall specify factors that
qualify or disqualify any site from
development as a repository * * *" -he
Commission recognizes that quantitative
disqualifying conditions may not be
feasible. However, the Commission
finds that mom qualitative disqualifying
conditions can be developed and should
be included for each of the above
factors listed in section 112[a) of the
NVWPA to help ensure that unacceptable
sites will be eliminated as early Inthe
site selection process as practicable.
With regard to the development of
medium-specific guidelines, the
Comnission notes that the NWPA states

that the guidelines shall specify
considerations for the selection of sites
in vrrious geologic media (emphasis
added). Thus, the Commission finds that
disqualifying conditions; (2)preparing
the approach taken by DOE of
mnedium-tspecific guidelines: and (3)
developing general rather than mediumestablishing numerical guidelines.
specific guidelines. is not In conflict with
A numnber of commenters
NWPA.
recommended that DOE add more
From a technical standpoint, the
dis ualifying conditions to their
Commission believes that It would be
guielines ' In their written testimony.
very difficult, If not impossible, for DOE
several commenters noted that the
to write numerical guidelines that would
guidelines do not specify disqualifying
work for all geologic media and
conditions for prospective sites which
situations at the early site screening
would prohibitjhese sites from being
stages. The Commission's staff has .
-~~~~~
reviewed all the comment letters sent to
'Miaslasippi believes that DOE misinterretekd
DOE and NRC concerning numerical
se
112(a) pton
by not providing eparate quahliyng
and dlaqualifying becton for "proalnity to
guidelines. The State of Nevada, in Its
populaion." "Ighy populated areas.' nd
supplemental testimony, stated "that in
"populations vithit nianea mite by I Ile
many instances, the data is just not
adiacant to tht site."
available to support numerical
ht relevant part. setdion li2ial provides tiuch
guidelines shall specify factors that qualify r
thresholds at this time." The USGS
disqualf iynite from development as a
noted in its supplemental testimony that
repoastory. Including factorsartatnn Ioinexact nature of earth science does not
proximity to populations- u guidelines daW
allow a fully quantitative
specfy popultion actor that sl eiquaify any
uitefrom deaelopmnt a ptory
Ua ny suratu characterization of the natural barriers
dality Conugh
rpoatory would
te
cated pi b a
in space and time. A few commenters.
hghly populaed arator 121adracnt to an aruai
however, offered examples of numerical,
mile by Smaile havi *popubaton ofnot leu than
guidelines, but the Commission finds.
loO individualb
that these are not generally applicable.
The Comissnioln views the second senence
quoted above dealing with population tacdon ua
With only limited data and a
explaining Congressional intent egrding the
requirement to use the numerical criteria
general eoouideraton of proxhnlty to poulbtion
In the guidelines. DOE would have to
mentioned inthe ir sentence. Thus, he
Cotmaisson believes that DOE's Interpreation of
evaluate sites with overly simplistic
section 112(a) wag reasonable Innot considering the models and assumptions that would not
first reference to proximity to populations as
be reliable. The Yakima Indian Nation
establishing a requirement l5r population relted
noted in its supplemental testimony, that
stung ctiteria dflerent from those required by tho
second sontence.
attempts at system performaance
If
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assessment (i.e.. modeling) before the
site has been characterized "will be an
eiercise in unverifiable speculation."
Therefre, the Commission finds that
application of mumerical guidelines
prior to site characterization is not

practical.
In summary, the Commission finds
that some areas of the guidelines would
not adequately provide a foundatian for
site-screening decisions. As a result, the
Commission finds that DOE should set
forth additional disqualifying conditions
in the guidelines for prospective sites
that would ensure that unacceptable
sites are eliminated as early as
practicable.

c. Postclosureguidelinesshould not
take precedence over preclosure

cannot justify DOE placing less
importance on the preclosure guidelines.
Although some commenters generally
agreed that postClosure guidelines
should not take precedence over
preclosure guidelines, they did not agree
on how the guidelines should be ranked.
For example Minnesota recommended
that DOE use a risknanalysis to
substantiate its ranking of guIdelines.
Minnesota believes that a risk analysis
would prove that guidelines for
transportation. population density and
distribution. and environmental quality
would be more Important than thobe
guidelines identified by DOE Texas
recommended that guidelines for
erosion, tectonics, and dissolution be
considered among the prima, factors
for the selection of sites. Similarly.
STAND found that guidelines for
tectonics, dissolution, and human
interference are not ranked as high as
they should be. Wisconsin. however,
took i different position and
recommended that DOE not establish
priorities among the guidelines.
In its supplemental testimony, USGS

guidelines.In response to public
comments on the February 7 draft of 10
CFR Pori 960. DOE ranked the
guidelines according to their relative
importance: the most important
appearing first. and the least important
last. The guideline hierarchy consists of
two major divisions: postclosure
guidelines, which would receive primary stated that it is appropriate for the
consideration. and preclosure
guidelines to give priority to post-closure
guidelines, which would receive
considerations. USGS noted that postclosure performance depends heavily on
Cecondary consideration. DOE. In Its
large-scale natural geologic and
supplemental testimony, stated that
hydrologic characteristics which cannot
postclosure radiological safely is
considered to be a mor critical concern be engineered or significantly modified.
USGS concluded that It is important that
than preclosure radiological safety
potential repository iltes be selected
because of the relatively greater
with geohydrologic properties generally
uncertaintIes associated with the
favorable to long-term isolation.
quantification of geologic
characteristics, processes, and events
NRC Response and Finding
into the future and their Impacts on
While DOE itself has ranked Its
expected repository performance, as
proposed siting guidelines according to
compared to those associated with
Its assessment of relative importance,
active controls that can be maintained
the Commission sees no explicit
through permanent closure.
requirement for this or any other ranking
Many commenters believe that
in the NWPA. Accordingly, NWPA
postclosure guidelines should not take
provides DOE with the discretion to
precedence over preclosure guidelines.
establish this or any other ranking, so
These commenters reasoned that
as DOE meets all of the
blanket assignment of lower significance long
requirements in 10 CFR Part W0
in order
to the preclosure guidelines is arbitrary to obtain a license. and inconsistent with the NWPA and 10
The technical requirements of 10 CFR
CFR Part 0. Wisconsin referred to
Part 60 ame not arranged in a manner
section 112(a) of the NWAPA which
that would indicate their relative
requires that detailed geologic
Importance. Nevertheless. when DOE
considerations should be the primary
applies for a license from the NRC, the
criteria for site selection. Although DOE NRC will assure itself that oll of the
has made detailed geologic
applicable requirements In 10 CFR Part
considerations its primary criteria,
Go are satisfied and will not consider
Wisconsin believes that sufficient data
any requirements to be of secohdary
would not be available to evaluate these importance. The Commission notes that
criteria prior to site characterization.
some licensing requirements. such as
Hence. DOE could not use Its primary
those for waste retrieval, compliance
criteria in deciding which sites should
with 10 CFR Part 20. and 10 CFR Part 71,
be selected for characterizatlion:The
have been relegated lo receiving
State of Utah noted that the NWTA's
secondary emphasis in the guidelines.
reference to detailed geologic
Despite this arrangement. DOE has
indicated that ip the fina! analysis all
considerations as primary criteria
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the qualifying conditions. including
'those adapted from 10 CFR Part 60. must
be satisfied. Consequently, since DOE
must comply with all applicable NRC
regulations, the issue of ranking or
ordering the guidelines will not
materially affect NRC in carrying out its
statutory responsibilities. ..
d. The Guidelinesdo not specify the

le vel of data needed to inake decisions.
Many commenters take exception to
DOE's reference to "available data" and
use of "conservative assumptions" to
evaluate sites when the data Is not

available. The State of South Carolina
slated that the "vague and open-ended
references to available evidenceldata/
Information' should be deleted from the
Cuidelines.' Utah believes that the
guidelines should require sufficient date
collection at each step in the site
selection process to assure that the
selection process is sound. Utah further
believes tha It Isnot aceptable to base
environmental assessments and site
nominations on existing data. Similary.
Mississippi feels that DOE will
nominate and recommend sites with an
inadequate. if not faulty. data base.
With regard to "conservative
assumptions." the Yakima Indian Nation
noted that Itwill always be easier to
make assumptions than to get the data.
If the data are not available to make
decisions, the Yakimas suggested that'
DOE obtain the data rather than making
conservative assumptions. On the other/
hand, USGS believes that there Is
enough information to make
conservative and informed estimates
that are defensible with technical
qualifications.
Some commenters recommended that
DOE delete its reference to "available
data" and specify a minimum and equal
level of data that would be needed to
make decisions, particularly the
decisions to nominate and select sites
for characterization. Other commenters
added that before DOE nominates sites,
the level of data on those sites should be
equal. However. in Its supplemental
testimony. Wisconsin stated that DOE
"must abandon iv efforts to treat all
states equally during screening because
the data are not equally available." In a

similar manner, USGS stated that
conservative and informed estimates of
geohydrolic conditions can be made
even though the level of data Is unequal
among sites.
NRCResponses and FM&dirg
The NVPA instructs DOE to use
available data when selecting sites for
characterization. Section 1lZlb)(HI3)
states:
in evaluating the sites nominated under
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this section prior-to any decision to
recommend a site as a candidate sitetthe Secretary shall use vivioble Spotraphical.
geologic, geochemical and hydrologic, and
other information and shall not conduct any,
preliminary borings or excavations at asite
unless III such preliminary boring or
excavation activities were In progress upon
the date of enactment of this Act or fii) the
Secretary certifies that such available
Information from other sources. in the
absence of preliminary borings or
excavations, will not be adequate to satisfy
applicable requirements of this Act or any
other law: Provided. That preliminary borings
or excavations under this section shall not
exceed a diameter of 8 inches (emphasis
added).

The Commission finds that DOE's
reference to available data Isnot in
conflict with the NWPA.

Because of the limitations on the
current state of knowledge in the earth
sciences area. the Commission finds that
specifying a common level of data is not
realistic and might be too infexible In
practical applications for particular sites
nd different media On the other hand.
the Commission considers that the
guidelines must be applied with
ae&quate data to support the siting
decisions that must be made by DOE to
prerpare its EIS for the license
application. Unless DOE has applied the
guidelines Ina reasonable way in
making its siting decisions, the
Commission may be unable to adopt
DOE's EIS. Accordingly. in order for the
Commission to be able to more readily
adopt DOEs EIS. the Commission finds
that DOE should specify the kinds of
information DOE will use to make
decisions on the nomination of sites and

Nevada. South Carolina. Mississippi and
the Yakima Indian Nation referenced or
alluded to these letters In their
testimony before the Commisslon.
.Briefly. the implementation
methodology, as described In the letteri
to DOE, would require DOE to write
new guidelines for each siting decision.
Thus. DOE would have separate
guidelines for site screening, sie
nomination. and site recommendation
for characterization. DOE would repeat
the consultation and concurrence
procels. specified in the NWPA. for
each set of guidelines.
Wisconsin endorsed the
implementation methodology because it
calls for a sequential development of
implementation guidelines and
methodologies. South Carolina noted
that the current implementation
guidelines suggest an overly vague and
uncertain process of decision, Instead.
South Carolina recommended that the
guidelines should state that decision
methodologies, which cannot be spelled
out in the guidelines at this timne would
be developed in consultation with the
states and Indian tribes pursuant to the
WPA. The comment from Ntevade is

typical of the sentiments of all the
states: "The states collectively and
individually have pointed out to DOE
since the beginning that in order to
understand the guidelines and know
their potential effect in important site
screening decisions that we must know
how they will be applied."
The USGS stated that perhaps there is
some merit to an implementation
methodology which provides different
recommending sites for characterization. guidelines for different stages of
For each category of technical criteria In screening but USCS concluded that such
a methodology does not appear
the guidelines. DOE should describe the
necessary. The USGS believes that the
type and level of information needed to
procedures In the guidelines and thq
conclude whether the site meets that
NWPA already account for the
aspect of the guidelines. Examples of
these information needs can be found in sequential staging of decisions.
A specific implemenstion matter was
Regulatory Guide 4.17.
raised by the Environmental Policy
e. The guidelinesJock on adequate
Institute (EPI) and the Umatilla Indians.
Implementallaon methodology. Many
EPI contended that DOE has improperly
commenters suggested that some of the
Interpreted section 118(a) of NWPA to
guidelines' deficiences could be
ratify all site screening decisions made
corrected with a proper Implementation
prior to enactment of NWPA. EPI
methodology. These deficiencies
believes that there is nothing in NWPA
Include: (1)Allowing decisions to be
which justifies DOrs determination that
based on available data no matter how
limited; 12) considering engineered
ideUnofpctinotenktiatly aceptable
barriers in the slting process; and M)
dites for the first repository. the
using qualitative rather than numerical
Umnatia Indiana hold a similar view on
criteria. A methodology was first
proposed by representatives of 20 states tis Matter.
DOE beleves that Its Interpretation is
at an August 18. 2083 meeting with DOE
in Dallas. Texas. Later, 13 states and the supported by the schedules established
by NWPA. Section 116(a) gave DOE G0
Yakima Indian Nation wrote letter
days to notifystates that they contained
requesting DOE to adopt Oie
.potentiat repository site, wbfle section
nmethodology The States of Wisonn

112(a) gave DOE 180 days to promulgate
siting guidelines. Under these
conditions DOE believes that Congress
could not have Intended DOE to apply
the siting guidelines to identifying the
first set of potential repository sites.
EPI replied that DOE's arguMent is
inconsistent with the provision of a go
day period for DOE to inform the states
EPI believes that no delay would have

been required If Congress intended DOE
to satisfy its previous decisions because

those decisions were made before the
enactment of NWPA. Thus. EPI believe

that Congress gave DOE 90 days to use

the guidelines to reconsider Its previous
determinations of potentially available
sites.
The Edison Electricbstitute (EEl)
recognized the states' desire to
participate In the repository program.
EEI pointed out. however, that the
public's participation does not end with
the sing guidelines, In its supplemental
testimony. £E1 states that the site
selection process involves more than
adoption of the guidelines and their
aplcation. EEI maintains that sitIng
involving a number of additional
actions, including the preparation of
envirounmental assessments, site
characterization plans. and
environmental Impact statements. At
each of these points. affected states,

Indian Tribes. and the public will have
an opportunity to both scrutinize end
participate in the process. E contends

that development and adoption of the
guidelines does not constitute the only.
Or even the most impontant opportunity
for Input by interested persons into the
process.

NRC Response andFinding
The NWPA requires that DOE Issue
general guidelines for the
recommendation of sites for
repositories. Other provisions In the
NWPA refer to the general guidelines
when describing various decisions In the
site-selection process. The
implementation methodology proposed
by the states woul4 have DOE write
separate guidelines for site screening.
site nomination, and site
recommendation for characterization.
NVWPA does not require separate
guidelines for each point in the decision
making process. Accordingly. the
CommissIon finds that the states'
proposal for separate guidelines at each
stage of the site selection process Is not
legally required and Is not necessary for
the Commission to fulfill Its
responsibilities. Rather. the NWPAestablishes a process (of which the
guidelines is one part) which when

1
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implemented should lead to selection of
an acceptable site.
Following the issuance of the siting
Idelines. DOE must nominate at least
five sites for characterization. According
to section 112(b)(1)(E). each nomination
must be accompanied by an
environznental assessment which
includes an evaluation of each site
against the guidelines. The Commission
finds that the guidelines. In combination
with high-quality environmental
assessments, will provide an adequate
basis for nominating sites. After
nominating at least five sies. DOE will
recommend to the President three of
these sites for characterization.
According to section 1122(b) the decision
to select three sites for characterization
is to be made by the Secretary of
Energy. As noted earlier, the
Commission has a particular Interest In
the Secretary's selection oa these three
sites because these sites are the
alternatives to be considered in the EIS
prepared by DOE and which NRC is
required to adopt to the extent
practicable.
The Commission finds with respect to
the comments of EPI and the Umatilla
Indians that DOE's interpretation of
section 216(a) 1s reasonable. Certainly. It
would be anomalous to expect DOE to
use the guidelines to reconsider its
previous Identification of sites within
the statutory 90 days when those
guidelines were not required to be
promulgated for another 90 days. Under
these circumstances, the Commission
believes that DOE's Interpretation of
section 116(a) is not clearly in conflict
with NWPA.
The Commission recognizes that the
public's participation In the repository
program does not end woith the
guidelines but wDIl continue in the
development of environmnental
assessments, site characterization plans.
and environmental impact statements.
These documents give the public access
to decisions that will, in the end.
designate a site for repository
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necessary for the Commission to fulfill
Its responsibilities. Nonetheless, the
Commission considers the
Implementation portions of the present
guidelines to be vague and uncertain

and could impede NRC's adoption of
DOES EIS. In order to better be able to
adopt DOE's EIS, which will include
consideration of alternative sites that
are determined to be suitable for
development as repositories using the
guidelines, the Commission finds that
DOE must specify in greater detail how
the guidelines will be applied at each
siting stage Including site nomination
and characterization. For example, the
Commission finds that DOE should, in
clarifying Its implementation approach,

Identify which guidelines would be used
for each siting decision. This example Is
illustrative but aol inclusiv of thie
revisions needed to meet this condition
for NRC concurrency.
Conclusuon

Subject to the satisfactory resolution

of the above conditions for NRC
concurrence, the Commission finds that

the guidelines should be sufficient to
assure the selection of sites that would
be reasonable candidates for a license
application.
V. Commission Findings
Subject to the satisfactory resolution
of the conditions set forth In this

decision, the Commission finds tfiat (1)
the siting guidelines are not in conflict
with tO CFR Part 6Ot (2)the siting
guidelines do not contain provisions that

might lead DOE to select sites that
would not be reasonable alternatives for
an MIS; and (3) the siting guidelines do
not contain provisions that are in

i661

presentation of January I1.While I am
sympathetic toward their concern. I believe
that the Commission must restrict Its review
to the health andsatety factors as embodied
In our Part 0 regulations. Thus I support only
the Inclusion of provisions ltrough 4 and 7
as conditions for concurrence.
Dated at Washington D.C. this uh day of
March1984.

For the Nuclear Reglatory Coromlssion.
John C. loys,
Assisrqn.tecm:OrJ'of he Commission.
.R Dm 64,5s NWd 5-1344 541 a1
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Vrglnia Elctric and Power Co.;
Granting of Reliet From ASME Section
Xi Insrvice Inspaction Requirements
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (the Commission) has
granted relief from certain requirements
f the ASME Code. Section Xi. 'Rules
for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear
Power Plant Components" to Virginia
Electric and Power Company. The relief.
relates to the Inservice Inspection program for the Surry Power Station
Unit Nos. I and 2 (the facilities) located
In Surry County, Virginia. The ASME
Code requirements are incorporated by
reference into the Commission's rules
and regulations in 10 CFR Part SO. The
relief Is effective as of February 2&,1984.
The relief permlits the licensee to
perform certain inservice inspections in
a manner different form that prescribed
in Section Xl of the ASME Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code and applicable
Addenda, as required by10 CFR Part 50,

because of inaccessibility, configuration
of components. radiation level, or other
conflict with Iti responsibilities as
valid reasons.
embodied in the NWPA. The separate
The request for relief complies with
views of Commissioner Roberts follow.
the standards and requirements of the
Commissioner Roberts' Views on DOE Siting Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
Guidelines.
(the Act), and the Commission's rules
and regulations. The Commission has
I believe that the concurrence provision s
and a go beyond what the Commission is
nade appropriate findings as requIred
required to do by secion 122 of e Nuclear
by the Act and the Commission's rules
development.
Policy Act, My rading of section 312
and regulations in 10 CFR Chapter 1l
The Commission also recognizes that Waste
ibthat Itwould only require that the
wich are set forth in the letter granting
the site selection process does not end
Commission review the proposed DOT Siting relief.
with Issuing the siting guidelines. The
Guidelines for subs on inconsistenides
The Commission has determined that
procedures for selecting a repositorywith our Part o0 regulations. Tus. I do not
the granting of this relief will not result
site as envisioned by NWPA. are
support the position that section 211 requires
in any significant environmental Impact
lengthy and involved. The success of the the NRC lo make a sweeping review of the
site selection process will depend on the DOE waste program or intrude unnecessarily and that pursuant to 10 CFR 51.5[d)(4)
in their decisionmaking process at this vry
an environmental impact statement or
proper implementation of oil of these
early stage. To do so would be
negative declaration and environmental
procedures in concert rather than any
eounterprod~uctlvs
appraisal need not be prepared
single procedure.
U required by the Commission, provisions 6 Impact
in connection with Issuance of this
site ande
The Comnmission believes that ithe
would force a level of specillcity from
relief.
selection framework contained In tfie
:DOE whith is not warranted and, indeed.
NWPA is adequate to select sites for
For further details with respect to this
wrould be, Premature at this stage of th
action, see (1) the application for relief
development as repositories. and finds
saocegid
thi. um fully
and letters dated May 17 and September
that staged or tiered guidelines are not
cognizant of the substantial concens raised
by a number of Sttzesiin our oral
required by the NWPA and are not
28.1979 Decemberl15.1980, March 25,
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December 24, 1984

SECY-84-482

POLICY ISSUE
(Notation Vote)

For:

The Commissioners

From:

Williams J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Subject:

ISSUANCE OF THE FINAL SITING GUIDELINES BY THE U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY FOR THE RECOMMENDATION OF SITES FOR
NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORIES

Purpose:

To inform the Commission that the U.S. Department of
Energy has issued the final siting guidelines (49 Fed.
Reg. 47714, December 6, 1984) and has incorporated the
changes agreed to at the June 22, 1984 Commission meeting;
and to advise the Commission on whether or not it must
formally concur in the supplementary Information (preamble)
to the final guidelines.

Background:

On November 22, 1983 the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or
Commission) a document entitled General Guidelines for
Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories
(November 18, 1983). These guidelines were developed by
DOE pursuant to Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982 (NWPA). At that time, DOE requested that the
Commission concur in the siting guidelines.

Contact:
R. Boyle, WMRP
42-74799
C. Pflum, WMRP
42-74797

Attachment

The Commissioners
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At the request of several states, the Commission
established a process, that was similar to notice-andcomment rulemaking, to concur in the guidelines. The
Commission held a public meeting on the guidelines on
January 11, 1984 and issued a preliminary concurrence
decision (49 Fed. Reg. 9650) on March 14, 1984. The
Commission considered public comments on the preliminary
decision and instructed the NRC staff to meet with DOE to
resolve the Commission's concerns that were set forth in
the preliminary decision. After six open meetings with
the NRC staff, DOE resubmitted guidelines dated May 14, 1984.
The Commission considered the May 14 guidelines and heard
additional public comments at a meeting held on June 22,
1984. At that meeting the Commission concurred in the
guidelines with the understanding that DOE would:
(1) Revise §960.1 of the guidelines so that DOE would
submit to NRC for its concurrence all future revisions
of the guidelines rather than only those that are
"related to NRC jurisdiction;"
(2) Delete from §960.3-2-3 the sentence that stated "Such
recommendation decision shall include a preliminary
determination by the Secretary, referred to in Section
114(f) of the Act, that such sites are suitable for
the development of repositories under the guidelines
of Subparts C and D;" and
(3) Revise §960.3-1-5 to state that "engineered barriers
shall be considered only to the extent necessary to
obtain realistic source terms for comparative site
evaluations based on the sensitivity of the natural
barriers to such realistic engineered barriers."
The Commission instructed the staff to include the above
items in a final concurrence decision along with other
statements made at the June 22 meeting.' The Commission
published its final concurrence decision in the Federal
Register on July 10, 1984 (49 Fed. Reg. 28130).

'Memorandum for Wil iam J. Dircks from Samuel J. Chilk datedJune 28, 1984.
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Discuss1on:

DOE published its final guidelines and supplementary
information (sometimes referred to as the preamble) in the
Federal Recister on December 6, 1984 (Enclosure 1). The
guidelines have been revised according to the Commission's
final concurrence decision and DOE has incorporated the
changes that the Commission requested at its June 22, 1984
meeting. The staff has marked the final guidelines to show
where DOE has made these additional changes (Enclosure 2).2
The Commission's final concurrence decision contains the
statement: "Moreover, the Commission expects that, to the
extent that the Secretary promulgates revisions to or
interpretations of the guidelines, they will be submitted to
NRC for its review and concurrence" (49 Fed. Reg. 28140).
The staff has therefore reviewed the preamble to determine
whether it contains any such interpretation of the guidelines.
The staff considered, among other things, whether the preamble:
(1) modified the Commission's understanding of the guidelines; 3
(2) is an addition to the guidelines; 4 or (3) threatened the
integrity of the guidelines.'

2 DOE

also made several editorial changes, and one change that was intended to
enhance the consistency of the guidelines with 10 CFR Part 60 (see Enclosure
3). These changes along with those requested by the Commission are marked on
pages 3, 15, 20, 21, 22, 24, 29, 31, 36, 47, 48 and 50 of Enclosure 2.

3 Transcript

of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the matter of:
"Discussion on Possible Vote of Commission Concurrence on DOE Siting
Guidelines," June 22, 1984, p. 71, lines 23-25 and p. 72, line 1.

'Ibid. , p. 101, lines 17-20.
* 'Ibid., p. 103, lines 9-12.

:r_ n-,issioners
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The staff believes that the Commission was concerned
about "major significant" interpretations' that departed
from the Commission's understanding of the guidelines or
that introduced new guidelines and conducted its review in
that light.7
Since DOE decided to issue Its guidelines as a regulation
(10 CFR Part 960), DOE must follow the procedures of the
Administrative Procedure Act. One requirement of that Act
is that DOE incorporate in its published rules "a concise
general statement of their basis and purpose." Such a
statement appears in the Federal Register notice as a
preamble to the regulation itself.
The staff regards DOE's discussion of the guidelines in
the preamble to be merely-explanatory. The staff believes
that it represents no departure from the Commission's understanding
of the guidelines. Therefore, using the guidance provided
by the Commission's deliberations, the staff concludes that
DOE has not revised or interpreted its guidelines.

6Transcript

of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the matter of:
"Discussion on Possible Vote of Commission Concurrence on DOE Siting
Guidelines," June 22, 1984, p. 159, line 11.

7The

staff notes that Commissioner Asselstine had an early draft of the
preamble at the June 22, 1984 meeting. At that meeting, Commissioner
Asselstine stated, "Some of it [the preamble] is rationale for how you (DOE)
responded to comments in a certain way, but some of it [the preambles appears
to get more into interpretive" (Transcript p. 72, lines 14-19). The staff
adds, however, that the early draft of preamble differs from the final
preamble.
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Conclusion:

The staff concludes that the final guidelines have
adequately responded to the Commission's final concurrence
decision. The staff also concludes that the preamble to
the guidelines does not contain any interpretation of the
guidelines and, therefore, does not require Commission
concurrence.

Coordination:

In accordance with the Commission's instructions on this
matter, this Commission Paper represents a coordinated
effort between the EDO staff, OPE, and OGC.

Recommendation:

Based on this review, the staff recommends that no further
action is necessary.

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations
Enclosures:
1. Federal Register Notice
(49 FR 47714, 12/6/84)
2. Mark-up of final guidelines
3. Changes to text of siting guidelines

I
I

~~~~~~~~-co=!-..rsioners' comments should be provided directly to the
o;s*i of the Secretary by c.o.b. January 11, 1985.
cc.rmiesion Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
*. the Commissioners NLT January 4, 1985, with an information
copy to SECY. If the paper is of-such a nature that it requires
additional time for analytical review and comment, the
Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when
comments may be expected.
DISTRIBtTTION:
Commissioners
OGC
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June 11, 1984

SECY-84-233

(Affirmation)

For:

The Commissioners

From:

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Subject:

FINAL DECISION ON THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE RECOMMENDATION OF SITES
FOR NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORIES

Purpose:

To request that (1)the Commission approve a proposed final
decision for publication in the Federal Register and (2) the
Chairman transmit the enclosed letterFto the Secretary of Energy
indicating that the Commission concurs in the siting guidelines.

Discussion:

On November 22, 1983, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or
Commission) a document entitled General Guidelines for
Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories -November 18, 1983. These siting guidelines were developed by
DOE pursuant to Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 (NWPA). At that time, DOE requested that the Commission
concur in the siting guidelines.
The Commission held a public meeting on the siting guidelines on
January 11, 1984 and issued a preliminary decision in the
Federal Reoister on March 14, 1984 (49 FR 9650). A public
comment period on the preliminary decision was held until April
4, 1984. Thirty-five (35) comment letters on the preliminary
decision were received by the Commission through May 14, 1984.
Comment letters were received from ten (10) states, one (1)
Indian tribe, two (2) federal agencies, one (1) industrial group,
seven (7)public interest groups, and (5)private individuals.
Some parties commented more than once. All comment letters
received through May 14, 1984 were considered in developing the
proposed final decision.

Contact:
R. Boyle, WM

427-4799

8406200499
840611
PDR
SECY
84-233
PDR
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During the period between March 14, 1984 and Kay 3, 1984, the
KRC staff and the DOE staff held six (6) meetings to resolve the
concerns that the Comission had with the Kovember 18, 1983
version of the siting guidelines. These Comission concerns
were set forth in the Comission's preliminary decision of March
14, 1984. Sttequsent to the NRC and DOE meetings, tht DOE
submitted revised guidelines to the Commission on Kay 14, 1984.
The proposed final decision (Enclosure 1) is based on-the
revised guidelines. The proposed final decision also considers
public coenct on the Commission's preliminary decision.
s that were not specifically addressed in the proposed
final decision were considered in Enclosure 2 (Responses to
Public Coments).
The conclusion reached in the proposed final decision is that the
revised guidelines satisfactorily resolve the seven conditions
that the Cmoission set forth in its preliminary decision. It
is further concluded that there is no basis for modifying the
seven conditions that were set forth in the Commission's
preliminary decision or adding to the. 'Therefore, it is
proposed that the Commission concur in the revised guidelines.
A proposed letter to the Secretary of Energy from the Chairsan
(Enclosure 3) would inform DOE that the Commission has concurred
in the revised siting guidelines.
Coordination:

In accordance with the Commission's instructions on this
matter, this Commission paper represents a coordinated effort
between the EDO staff, OPE and OGC.

Schedule:

The Comeissfon has tentatively scheduled a meeting on this
subject on June 22, 1984 at 10:00 a.m.
'illiam J. Dircks
- Executive

Director

for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Pro
final decision
2. is
to Public Cmaeuts
3. Proposed letter to Secretar
of Energy from Chairman Palladino
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This paper is tentatively scheduled for discussion and possible
vote at an Open Meeting on Friday, June 22, 1994. If a vote
is not taken at the meeting, commissioners are requested to
respond ASAP thereafter.
In order to allow adequate time for Commission consideration,
CoUnssion Staff Office comments, if azny, should be submitted
to the Commissioners VLT Wednesday, June 20, 1984, with an
information copy to the Office of the Secretary.
DISTRIBUTION:
ComLissioners
OGC
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Final Decision Related To
U.S. Department of Energy's General Guidelines
for the Recomaendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories

AGENCY:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION:

Concurrence in U.S. Department of Energy's General Guidelines for the

Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 directs the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) to issue general guidelines for the recommendation of sites for
repositories.

In carrying out this responsibility, DOE is required to obtain

the concurrence of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission).
On November 22, 1983, DOE submitted proposed general guidelines to the NRC and
requested that the Commission concur in them.

On March 14, 1984, the

Commission published a preliminary decision (49 FR 9650) which set forth seven
conditions for granting its concurrence.

On May 14, 1984, DOE submitted

revised proposed general guidelines that considered the Commission's
concurrence conditions.

art
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This final decision by VIne Coaission addresses the extent to which DOE has
complied with the stwen conditions.

Italso considers public counents that

were received by the Coimission on its preliminary decision.

The Comnission has concluded inthis final decision that (1)DOE has
satisfactorily resolved the seven conditions set forth inthe Comission's
preliminary decision, (2)on the basis of a review of the public comments, the
conditions set forth inthe preliminary decision need not be modified nor is
there a need to add new conditions, and (3)the Commission should grant its
concurrence inthe revised guidelines submitted to itby the DOE on May 14,
19B4.

-

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. INTRODUCTION
This final decision isthe U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(Commission or NRC) concurrence inthe General Guidelines for the
Recomwendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories (siting guidelines
or guidelines) proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA or Waste
Act), 42 U.S.C. 10312(a), directed DOE to issue general guidelines for the
recommendation of sites for repositories. In carrying out this

I
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responsibility, DOE isrequired by the WNPA to consult with the Council on
Environmental Quality, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency, the Director of the Geological Survey, and interested Governors
and to obtain the concurrence of the Commission.

On Movember 22, 1983, DOE submitted proposed general guidelines to the
Commission and requested that the Commission concur inthem. On
December 15, 1983, the Commission described its decisionmaking process and
set forth the procedural format for a public meeting on the proposed
siting guidelines (48 FR 55789). The Commission scheduled the public
meeting for January 11, 1984 to hear oral presentations on the siting
guidelines and requested that any written comments on the siting
guidelines be submitted to the Commission by January 9, 1984. At the
public meeting on January 11, the period for receiving written comments on
the guidelines was extended to February 1, 1984.
Inits notice for the January 11 meeting (48 FR 55789), the Commission
posed five questions which itbelieved to be relevant to the Commission's
concurrence inDOE's siting guidelines.

I
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Question 1:

Do the guidelines omit any relevant technical criteria
established in 10 CFR Part 60?

Question 2:

Could any guidelines not related to 10 CFR Part 60 result
in selecting a site that would not be a reasonable
candidate for license application?

Question 3:

The guidelines and 10 CFR Part 60 sometimes employ
different wording to define terms and to describe certain
technical criteria.

Could these differences result in

selecting a site that would not be a reasonable candidate
for a license application?

Question 4:

Would the selection of sites in accordance with the
guidelines be a reasonable means to identify alternative
sites for the purposes of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA)?

Question 5:

Are the guidelines sufficient to assure the selection of
sites that would be reasonable candidates for a license
application?

i.:>
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On March 14, 1984, after considering both the oral and written comments
from the public, the Commission published a preliminary decision (49 FR
9650).

The Coimmssion established a twenty-one (21) day public cowunt on

the preliminary decision which closed on April 4, 1984. Thirty-five (35)
comment letters on the preliminary decision were received by the Commission
through Kay 14, 1984. Comment letters were received from ten (10) states,
one (1)Indian Tribe, two (2)federal agencies, one (1) Industrial group,
seven (7)public interest groups, and (5)private Individuals.
commented more than once.

Some parties

All of the comment letters received through

May 14, 1984 were considered in developing this final decision.

In the preliminary decision, the Commission applied the following
criteria for concurrence:

(1)the siting guidelines must not be In

conflict with 10 CFR Part 60; (2)the siting guidelines must not contain
provisions that might lead DOE to select sites that would not be
reasonable alternatives for an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS); and
(3)the siting guidelines should not contain provisions that are in
conflict with NRC responsibilities as embodied in the NWPA.

On the basis of these criteria, the Commission indicated that it would
concur in the proposed siting guidelines provided that DOE satisfied seven
conditions.' These conditions called upon DOE to:

'Inthe Commission's preliminary decision, Commissioner Roberts presented
separate views on the Commission's concurrence conditions in which he stated
that he believes that Conditions 5 and 6 go beyond what the Commission is
required to do by Section 112(a) of the Waste Act.

- 1
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(1) Amend the siting guidelines to recognize NRC's jurisdiction for
resolution of differences between the guidelines and 10 CFR Part 60;

(2) Coaait to obtain NRC's concurrence on revisions to the siting
guidelines that relate to NRC jurisdiction;

(3) Revise the siting guidelines so that:

(a) DOE modifies its use of high effective porosity to limit its use
to those situations that could be considered as a favorable
siting condition;

(b) DOE commits to revise its siting guidelines on the unsaturated
zone so that they are consistent with the final NRC amendments
on the unsaturated zone;

(c) DOE should relocate the favorable condition relating to total
dissolved solid concentrations in the groundwater, presently
contained in Section 960.4-2-1(b)(7) of the guidelines, to
Section 960.4-2-8-1 where effects on natural resources are
considered. As an alternative, DOE could delete this provision;

(d) DOE should not frame its guidelines such that a 1,000 year

groundwater travel time (10 CFR 60.113) would be adjusted,
particularly in the early stages of site selection;

a
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(s) DOE should delete the word "permanently" from its definition of
"disturbed zone;*

(f) DOE should clarity its meaning of "short-term" extreme erosion
and revise the guidelines as appropriate;

(g) DOE should delete the word "significant" from Section
960.4-2-8-1(c)(2) of the siting guidelines where reference is
made to "Evidence of significant subsurface mining" (emphasis
added).

(h) DOE should modify the guidelines so that they are consistent
with the Commission's definition of "anticipated processes and
events" and "unanticipated process and events.'i

(i) DOE should modify the guidelines so that potentially adverse
conditions (e.g., dissolutioning) be considered if they affect
isolation within the controlled area even though the condition
may occur outside the controlled area.

(4) Modify the siting guidelines to make clear that engineered barriers
cannot constitute a compensating measure for deficiencies in the
geologic media during site screening;

(5) Specify in greater detail how the guidelines will be applied at each
siting stage including site nomination and characterization (for

t.
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example, DOE should specify in the implementation guidelines which
guidelines would be applied at each stage of site screening);

(6) Supplement the guidelines to indicate the kinds of information
necessary for DOE to make decisions on the nomination of at least
five repository sites and subsequently recommending three sites to
the President for characterization (examples of the kinds of
information which the Commission has in mind can be found in NRC
Regulatory Guide 4.17); and

(7) Add additional disqualifying conditions to the guidelines with
sufficient specificity to ensure that unacceptable sites are
eliminated as early as practicable. Disqualifying conditions should
be provided for those factors specified in §112(a) of NWPA including
seismic activity, atomic energy defense activities, proximity to
water supplies, the effect upon the rights of users of water, the
location of valuable natural resources, hydrology, geophysics.,
proximity to populations, and proximity to components of the National
Park System, the National Wildlife Refuge System, the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System, the National Wilderness Preservation
System, and National Forest Lands.

Subsequent to the preliminary decision, the Commission's staff met with
DOE in six public meetings, beginning on.March 14, 1984 and ending on

I'l
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Kay 3,1984, inorder to assist DOE inresolving the Commission's conditions
for concurrence.

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to

observe these meetings and to offer their comments and observations At the
conclusion of each of these mettings.

On May 14, 1984, the DOE submitted revised proposed siting guidelines for
the Cointstion's consideration.

DOE believes that the revised guideline%

fully satisfy the concerns of the Commission as expressed inits
preliminary concurrence decision.

II. RESOLUTION OF NRC CONDITIONS FOR CONCURRENCE
Inthis section, the Commission (1)rastates its conditions for
concurrence that were set forth inthe Commission's preliminary decision
(49 FR 9650); (2)summarizes DOE's response to each condition; and (3)
discusses the adequacy of DOE's response, considers public comments on
each condition and concludes whether the conditions have been satisfied.
Public comments th:t do not directly address the Cosission's conditions
for concurrence are considered inthe section, "Other Commission
Considerations Resulting From Public Comment."

ton May 29, 1984 DOE subaitted a letter to the Commission which identified
editorial oversights inthe Hay 14 submittal that were discovered after DOE
had submitted the revised guidelines to the Commission. When the revisid
siting guidelines dated Kay 14, 1984 are referred to inthis decision the
editorial corrections, as presented in the Hay 29, 1984 letter, are also
considered.
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CFR 191 and 10 CFR 603 In a

ariner detewmined by the DOE to most closely

ge with the ntent of the Fct.0 In its preliminary decision, the
Clissfon pofntd out that the CoUmsson's interpretation of 10 CFR Part.
60 (s binding on D0E.

In its rvised guidelines. DOE has deleted the

lnguage quoted above and replaced It with the words from Condition 1.

The co enters generally supported this condition.

Minnesota ;.qgested

that DOE delete the language in 1960.1 that authorizes DOE to resolve
inconsistencies betwen the guidelines and 10 CFR Part 60.

Likewise, the

Natural Resources Defense Council (KMDC) found that "In order to ensure
selection of a licensable site, DOE should submit apparent inconsistencies
to the Co"ission for resolution according to the Commission's
interpretation of 10 CFR Part 60, rather than according to DOE's
Interpretation....

The current guidelines recognize KRC jurisdiction and no longer state that
DOE wuld resolve differences beten the guidelines nd 10 CFR Part 60.
The Cmission concludes that the revisions to 1960.1 of the guidelines
satisfy Conditfon 1.

WC CONtDMf 2:

DOE should comit to obtain NRC's conuree on revisions to the siting
guidelines that relate to MRC Jurisdiction.

MMMMML
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ODO£ evonse: DOE has revised §960.1 of the guidelines to state that "The
DOE will stubmit any such revisions relating to NRC jurisdiction to the NRC
nd obtain their concurrence prior to issuance.'
Discussion and Conclusions: Several comenters stated that NRC should
concur in all revisions to the guidelines regardless of whether the
revision falls vithin NRC jurisdiction. Nevada stated that "under the
NWPA, there are simply no guidelines, original or asendatory, which do nct
require the Comission's concurrence because tht Congress has said so."
Likewise, Utah stated that OThe WPA does not provide that NRC concurrence
to [sfcJ be limited only to those guidelines tnat relate. to the
Comissfon's licensing authority.'
In its preliminary decision, the Comission explained that itwould have
jurisdiction to review the guidelines insofar as they sight bear upon the
exercise of NRC responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act, the Energy
Reorganization Act, the National Envirormental Policy Act, and the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act.

Because of the broad scope of these responsibilities,

the Comission fully anticipated that DOE would routinely seek HRC
concurrence on revisions to the guidelines.

However, the Cooinssion does

.not consider ituseful, or legally necessary, to review guidelines

.
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unrelated to its jurisdiction; and for the Conmission to engage in a
decisionmaking process (i.e., to concur or to withhold concurrence) on a
matter in which it has no authority or discretion would be anomalous.

If DOE were to revise its guidelines, it would have to observe the
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), which would
include affording an opportunity for public comment. There would be an
occasion for the Comission, as well as other commenters, to take
exception to a proposed revision on the grounds of failure to obtain
Comission concurrence in a matter within the Comnission's jurisdiction.
Moreover, the Commission would not expect DOE to risk judicial
invalidation of its guideline revision by not requesting that the
Coission concur.

Therefore, the Commission concludes that Condition 2

as stated in its preliminary decision and the modifications that DOE made

to 1960.1 of the guidelines as a result of that condition are both
appropriate and satisfactory.

KRC COftITION 3(a):

DOE should modify its use of high effective porosity to limit its use to
those situations that could be considered as a favorable siting condition.

M

I
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DOE Response:

DOE has revised 6960.4-2-1(b)(4)(iv) of the guidelines to

state that 'High effective porosity together with low hydraulic
conductivity in rock units along paths of likely radionuclide travel
between the host rock and accessible environment" (emphasis added) is a
favorable siting condition for waste disposal in the saturated zone.

Discussion and Conclusions:

The November 18, 1983 draft of the guidelines

stated that a favorable condition for reducing the release of
radionuclides in groundwater would be "a high effective porosity along
paths of likely radionuclide travel between the host rock and the
accessible envirorment."

According to Darcy's law, effective porosity is

inversely related to the velocity of the groundwater flow (groundwater
flow velocity equals the product of hydraulic gradient and hydraulic
conductivity divided by effective porosity).

Thus, for certain

conditions, a high effective porosity could indicate a low groundwater
velocity and, therefore, a long groundwater travel time of radionuclides
to the accessible environment.

However, before a high effective porosity could be considered favorable,
it must be assumed that the product of the hydraulic gradient and
conductivity remains constant.

6

The Commission noted that in some
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circumstances this product is not constant because porosity and hydraulic
conductivity can be positively correlated.

If this positive correlation

occurred at a particular site, then a high effective porosity would be an
adverse, rather than favorable, condition.

The States of Utah and Minnesota recognized that, without considering the
other components in Darcy's law, a high effective porosity could be
favorable or adverse.

Utah stated, "This guideline should either be

changed to reflect the dynamic nature of the relationships defined by the
travel time formula LDarcy's law] or should be converted to a 'potentially
adverse condition' which accurately considers those dynamic factors."

The revised guidelines now state that DOE will consider a high effective
porosity together with low hydraulic conductivity.

This new wording

reflects the inverse relationship between porosity and conductivity which
satisfies the Commission's concern and should also satisfy Utah's concern
that the guidelines "reflect the dynamic nature of the relationships
defined by the travel time formula."

Minnesota criticized DOE's new wording and stated "DOE's proposed wording
is inappropriate because the condition of high effective porosity, even
coupled with low hydraulic conductivity, may under some circumstances be
adverse--especially when considering crystalline rock."
not aware of any such circumstance.

The Commission is

For Darcian flow at any given scale,
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the Commission considers that the combination of high effective porosity
and low hydraulic conductivity is a favorable condition with respect to
groundwater travel time and advective transport of radionuclides.

The Commission concludes that DOE's revision to the favorable condition at
6960.4-2-1(b)(4)(iv) satisfies Condition 3(a).

NRC CONDITION 3(b):

DOE should commit to revise its siting guidelines on the unsaturated zone
so that they are consistent with the final NRC amendments on the
unsaturated zone.

DOE Response:

DOE has added a note to §960.4-2-1(b)(5) that reads, "The

DOE commits, in accordance with the general principles set forth in
Section 960.1 of these regulations, to revise the guidelines, as necessary
to ensure consistency with the final NRC regulations on the unsaturated
zone, which were published as a proposed rule on February 16, 1984 in 49
Federal Register 5934."

Discussion and Conclusions:

The Commission requested a commitment from

DOE to revise their guidelines if they are inconsistent with the final NRC
amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 related to the unsaturated zone.

The

guidelines contain five provisions E§6960.4-2-1(b)(6)(i) through (v)] that

4
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deal with the unsaturated zone.

The proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60

contain similar, though not identical, provisions.

In its preliminary

decision, the Commission concluded that the guidelines are not inconflict
with the proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60. Although the final NRC
amendments may change after the Commission considers public comment, DOE's
commitment to revise their guidelines will ensure that they remain
consistent with 10 CFR Part 60.
A few commenters thought that inexchange for OOE's commitment to revise
their guidelines, the Commission would not engage ina formal concurrence
process on the guideline revisions.

Minnesota stated that DOE should seek

NRC concurrence inguidelines so that the guidelines will be consistent
with the amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 on the unsaturated zone.
As indicated in the discussion of Condition 2, the Commission would concur
inany guideline revision that falls within its jurisdiction, and
revisions to guidelines dealing with the unsaturated zone would be within
the Commission's jurisdiction.

If the guidelines submitted on May 14,

1984 should prove to be inconsistent with the final NRC amendments on the
unsaturated zone, then DOE on its own initiative, or inresponse to an NRC
request, would revise the guidelines and submit the needed changes for
concurrence. DOE's commitment to assure consistency satisfies the
Commission that this will be accomplished.

'S
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The Commission concludes that DOE's commitment to revise the guidelines in
1960.4-21(b)(5) satisfies Condition 3(b).
NRC CONDITION 3tc):

DOE should relocate the favorable condition relating to total dissolved
solids concentrations Inthe groundwater, presently contained in Section
960.4-2-1(b)(7) of the guidelines, to Section 960.4-2*8-1 where effects on
natural resources are considered. As an alternative, DOE could delete
this provision.
DOE Response: DOE relocated its provision from the section on Geohydrology
(6960.4-2-1(b)(7)) to the section on Natural Resources (1960*4-2-8-1(b)(2)).
DOE also changed the wording of the provision to read, "...along any path
ot likely radionuclide travel from the host rock to the accessible
environment" (emphasis added).
Discussion and Conclusions: The Commission gave DOE two options as a
means of resolving Condition 3(c).

DOE could either transfer the

provision to §S60.4-2-8-1 where effects on natural resources are
considered, or DOE could delete the provision.

The first option would

clarify DOE's intent to avoid sites that contain domestic or agricultural
sources of groundwater.

Since groundwater protection ismore directly

- -- MMM
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related to natural resources (6960.4-2-8-1) than radionuclide releases
(1960.4-2-1), the Comission reasoned that DOE could better clarify its
intent by transferring the provision to 1960.4-2-8-.l

The second option of deleting the provision would satisfy the Commission's
concern that ...groundwater containing a high concentration of dissolved
solids may have an adverse effect on the performance of the engineered
barrier system" (49 FR 9653).

The Commission felt that a high

concentration of dissolved solids ingroundwater could complicate the
design of the waste canister and could perhaps hamper DOE's efforts to
satisfy the containment and release rate requirements in10 CFR Part 60.
The commenters held mixed views on whether DOE should delete or retain the
provision that would favor sites where the groundwater contains a high
concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS). Rhode Island would prefer
that DOE delete the provision. Rhode Island believes that "Ifgood
quality water may be obtained by filtering, chlorinating, or treating the
groundwater with flocculants, we would argue that such groundwater should
not be exposed to radionuclides, regardless of its dissolved solids
content.03 Minnesota also favored deleting the provision but for a

sThe Commission notes that the processes identified would not remove dissolved
solids from the water. However, processes such as evaporation, reverse
osmosis, or ton-exchange could reduce or eliminate dissolved solids from the
water as well as any radioactive contamination.

- I
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different reason.

Minnesota stated, "Itwould not be prudent to locate a

repository in an area where the danger of canister corrosion would be high
(due to a high concentration of TDS]."

Utah criticized the high TDS provision but made no recommendation on how
it should read or whether the provision should be deleted.

Utah stated

that '...the possibility of human Intrusion for the use of such water
[containing a high TDS3 is likely to be heavily dependent upon other
unrelated but predictable developments, and not appropriately assessed by
this guideline."

Washington supported the provision for a high TOS in groundwater and
stated that "We are not too concerned about which subsection of the
guidelines contains this philosophy [of favoring sites where the
groundwater contains a high TDS concentration], but we don't want it
deleted."

DOE has retained and modified the provision for high TDS concentration in
groundwater and will favor sites where the IDS concentration in groundwater exceeds 10,000 parts per million (ppm).

Rhode Island's objection to

this provision stems from its concern that DOE may use the 10,000 ppm of
TOS as a threshold for poor quality groundwater, and with advances in
water treatment technology, this "poor quality groundwater" could become
an acceptable water source to future generations.

.,.
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that advanced water treatment could make poor-quality groundwater acceptable to
future generations, but this scenario assumes that better quality water
would not be available.

If future generations must rely upon groundwater

with a high dissolved solids content as a source of water, then the
potentially adverse condition:

'Potential for foreseeable human

activities--such as groundwater withdrawal, extensive irrigation..."
E§960.4-2-8-1(c)(5)] would discourage DOE from selecting a site where even
poor quality groundwater could be a viable source.

The Commission shares Minnesota's concern that a high TOS concentration in
groundwater could accelerate the corrosion of the waste canister.
However, the favorable condition applies only to groundwater that flows
from the host rock to the accessible environment and not to the water that
may be in contact with the waste canister.

The Commission concludes that

DOE has satisfied Condition 3(c) by making appropriate changes to
5960.4-2-1(b)(7) and 5960.4-2-8-1(b)(2) of the guidelines.

NRC CONDITION 3(d):

DOE should not frame its guidelines such that a 1000 year groundwater
travel time (10 CFR 60.113) would be adjusted, particularly in the early
stages of site selection.

22
DOE Response:

DOE has deleted from 69604-2^1(d) the provision that would

allow DOE to select sites where the groundwater travel time is lest than
1000 years. DOE has also changed the wording of $960.4-2-1(d) to state:
"A site shall be disqualified if the pre-waste-emplacement groundwater
travel time from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment is
expected to be less than 1000 years along any pathway of likely
and sipnificant radionuclide travel" (emphasis added).

Discussion and Conclusions:

The November 18, 1983 draft of the guidelines

allowed DOE to select sites for characterization where groundwater travel
time is less than 1,000 years.

Although 10 CFR Part 60.113 allows

adjustments to a 1,000 year groundwater travel time, these adjustments
must be approved or specified by the Commission. Consequently, Condition
3(d) originated from the Commission's objection that DOE may assume an
adjustment to groundwater travel time that the Commission would not
approve.

No commenters disagreed with the Commission that the criterion for a 1000
year groundwater travel time should not be adjusted when selecting sites
for characterization.

The revised guidelines are written so that DOE can no longer adjust
groundwater travel times, but the Commission notes that DOE has made other
changes.

.I

DOE will now consider groundwater pathways of likely and
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lionificant radionuclide travel, which differ from the MRC prerforsnce

objective at 10 CFR 60.113. According to 10 CFk 60.11)e the Co llion
vill consider *...Groundwater travel tim along the fastest path of likely
radionucl ide travel....

DOE has argued that the words

and significant' must be Included becauts

DOE

will not know, until after site characterization, the pathways, rates,
and mounts of Groundwater travel In sufficient etall % know precisely
whither the site mets the NRC's performas

grounwater travel ttHt.

objective J

a 1I000,year

Therefore, DOE stated that in brder to avoid

disqualifying an idequate sit% because early predictions (btfore site
characterization and before the extent of the disturbd zone or the location

of the accessible onvironment Is accurately known) indicated that small
amounts of water Incapable of carrying significant amounts of radionucl)ideb

might reach the accessible envirownt Inless than 1,000 years, DOE has
retained the words 'and significant' in this disqualifier.

In the absence ot a substantive concern, the Comswion would not object
to DOE phrasing Its guideline provision for groundiater travel time In a
uanner different from Its counterpart in 10 CFR Part 60. The issue
provpting this condition for concurrence was not the discrepancy In

wording, but rather that DOE had assumed the Coftsstons prerogative to
adjust groundnater travel time.

V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~011
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The Cmissfon stattd fn fts Preliufnary Uecisfon that the guidelines and
10 CfA Part 60 ned not be fdetrcal becaU they serve different
pwrpo04. *The siting guidelines are to be used to select sites for
t bfl 10 CFR Part 60 will be used to evaluate a
sOt after ft has bee selected for licensing folloing an extensive site

repository eveloenop

charcutfon progree (49 FR 9655). TW dat acquf red during site
scremning ca4ot support as rigors a finding as the data acquired

during site characterization. In the absnce of infomation from site
characterfatfoo at depth, the Clssfen expcts that there vill be large
uncertarnties in estfutes of grouxeater travel times.

The Comission

does not believe sitts should be prematurely disqwlified on the basis of
speculation about pathways whose existvice can only be verified by a site
characterization progr.

Thtetfore, the criterion for grounater travel

time in the guidelines ay be phraed differently than the criterion In

10 CFR Part 60.
If the lnuige added by WE would fWe conflfctd with 10 CR Part 60,
then the Cssison would not crw . In this case, the Cclisston views
the phrase *uO sgnflffca:W to be rtdisk
regulations. For the CcU

ant a not tn conflict with these

ssfon expects, notwithstning DOE's

~tesslon, that the fastest pith of likely radionmli6e travel vill be

significant, utless DOE ca saM the clearest a

most compeling showing

to the contrary in a particular Cas* to the Comission pursuant to 10 CFR
60.113(b).

The Comission would expect WE to interpret the guidelfnes

In this way. The Comssiton coatfnu

to believe that DOE should not

anticipate relying oC an adjustment to 10 CFR 60.113 In the early stages
of site selection.
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The Comission concludes that DOE's revision to the disQualifying condition

at f9.4-2-1(d) satisfies Condition 3(d) and is not inconflict with the
XC performace objective at 10 CFR 6O.11.

WK CDWDITION 3(e):

DOE should delete the word Opemanently" from its definition of disturbed

zone
DOE Response:

DOE deleted the word 'peruanently" from its definition of

disturbed zone at 1960.2.

The provision nov reads, 'Disturbed zone means

that portion of the controlled area, excluding shafts, whose physical or
chesical properties are projected to change as a result of underground
facility construction or beat generated by the esplaced radioactive waste
such that the resultant change of properties could have a significant
effect on the perforsance of the geologic repository.'

Discussion and Conclusions:

ln the Xovember 18. 1983 draft of the

guidelines, Odisturbed zne- was defined as an area that is 'projected to
change persanently' as a result of repository construction or operation.
The definition of 'disturbed zne' In 10 CFI 60.2 is not limited to areas
that have changed 'persanently".

Consequently, the Comissfon was

concerned that DOE might neglect transient changes that could have a

significant effect on repository performnce, or that DOE

ight make

sitfrg decisions on the basis of a disturbed zone that is different from
the one specified io 10 CFZ Part 60.

0
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most comcenters did not conent on this condition.

Those who did,

s'p'orted it. Therefore, the Comission concludes that the deletion of
the word 'persvnently m at 1960.2 of the guidelines satisfies Condition
3(e).

KRC COHDITION 3(f):

DOE should clarify its meaning of *short termn

extreme erosion and revise

the guidelines as appropriate.

OE Response:

DOE deleted the word 'sustainedu from 6960.4-2 5(c)(1).

The provision now reads, OA geologic setting that shows evidence of
extreme erosion during the Quaternary Period.w

Oficuss(on and Conclusions: The term 'short tern'

extreme erosion was

used by DOE in one of Its support documents on the guidelines in
explaining why the guidelines used the term 'sustained

extreme erosion.

DOE explained that short tern erosion would not affect waste isolation.
Therefore, DOE used the ters 'sustained' extrese erosion in the guidelines
so that it would not have to consider short term erosion.

In its preliminary decision. the Comissfon questioned tia

duration of

*short ter " and In response, DOE deleted the word 8sustined' from
1960.4-2-Stc)(1).
muke this deletion.

All who commented on this issue agreed that DOE should

M
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The Comission finds that DOE's deletion of the word "sustained" at
S960.4-2-S(c)(1) satisfies Condition 3(f).

#RC CONDITION 3(0):

DOE should delete the word 'significant" from Section 960.4-2-8-1(c)(2) of
the siting guidelines where reference is made to "Evidehce of significant
subsurface mining' (emphasis added).

DOE Response:

DOE deleted the word 'significant" from §960.4-2-8-1(c)(2).

The provision now reads, "Evidence of subsurface mining or extraction for
resources within the site if it could affect waste containment or
isolation."

Discussion and Conclusions:

In the November 18, 1983 draft of the

guidelines, DOE qualified subsurface mining as "significant", which
differs from a similar provision at 10 CFR 60.122(c)(18).

The Commission

reQuested that DOE delete the word 'significant" because all evidence of
subsurface mining (as opposed to surface mining) should be considered
adverse until the evidence has been thoroughly evaluated.

Those who

comented on this condition supported it.

The Coission concludes that DOE's deletion of the word "significant"
satisfies Condition 3(g).
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NRC CONDITION 3(h):

DOE should modify the guidelines so that they are consistent with the
Comnission's definition of "anticipated processes and events" and
"unanticipated processes and events."

DOE Response:

DOE deleted the terms "characteristics and processes

affecting expected repository performance" and "potentially disruptive
processes and events" from the guidelines.

Discussion and Conclusions:

The November 18, 1983 draft of the guidelines

were divided into postclosure guidelines and preclosure guidelines.

The

postclosure guidelines, in turn, were divided into two groups:
"characteristics and processes affecting expected repository performance"
and potentially disruptive processes and events."

These divisions of the

guidelines established a ranking system whereby the postclosure guidelines
would take precedence over preclosure guidelines.

Within the postclosure

guidelines, 'characteristics and processes affecting expected repository
performance" would take precedence over "potentially disruptive processes
and events."

~~~~
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In its preliminary decision, the Commission found that the DOE terms:
"characteristics and processes affecting expected repository performance"
and 'potentially disruptive processes and events" were inconsistent with
related NRC terms:

"anticipated processes and events" and "unanticipated

processes and events." As a result, the Commission stated in the
preliminary decision that DOE may overlook "inthe site selection process
some site characteristics that are important to repository performance
and considers that the guidelines should be revised."

DOE responded by

deleting its terms, but as a consequence of the deletion, the postclosure
guidelines are no longer ranked.

Several commenters were aware that DOE planned to satisfy this condition
by deleting its terms from the guidelines.

Minnesota stated, "By

eliminating the distinction in terms, the NRC will undo what has been
considered by the states as a significant step by DOE at setting some
hierarchy of variable importance."

Likewise, the Yakima Indian Nation

noted that DOE's revision is a set-back for the Yakima Indian Nation and
states who argued for a qualitative ranking of the guidelines.

Without

this ranking, the Yakimas believe that their review of the environmental
assessments, prepared for each nominated site, will be weakened.

The Commission's position on whether or not the guidelines should be
ranked is stated in its preliminary decision.

The Commission stated,

U
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'...the Commission sees no explicit requirement for this or any other
ranking in the NWPA" and

*...sinceDOE must comply with all applicable NRC

regulations, the issue of ranking or ordering the guidelines will not
materially affect NRC in carrying out its statutory responsibilities" (49
FR 9659).

Furthermore, in evaluating repository performance, the

potentially disruptive events are often found to be limiting in
determinations of whether the proposed repository site and design adequately
protect public health and safety.

Therefore, the Commission considers

all of the postclosure guidelines to be important to public health and
safety and it would not be logical to rank one group of postclosure
guidelines above another.

Some commenters would prefer that DOE resolve Condition 3(h) without
eliminating the ranking of postclosure guidelines.

Some commenters

suggested that DOE revise its postclosure guidelines and then group them
according to the NRC definitions of anticipated and unanticipated processes
and events.

As stated above, the Commission questions whether this is
In addition, there is not a clear consensus

necessary, or even desirable.

among the commenters on how the guidelines should be ranked.

Opinions range

from giving preclosure, rather than postclosure, guidelines a higher ranking
(Minnesota, Utah) to not ranking the guidelines at all (Wisconsin, Rhode
Island).

After reviewing comment letters sent to both DOE and NRC,

the Commission considers that the arguements for guideline ranking were
primarily motivated by a need for some assurance that DOE's site-selection
process will proceed in a logical and verifiable fashion. The Commission

IN
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believes that DOE's response to Condition 5 (DOE should specify how the
guidelines will be applied) should give these commenters that assurance.

The Commission concludes that DOE has adequately resolved Condition 3(h)
by deleting from the guidelines the terms "characteristics and processes
affecting expected repository performance" and "potentially disruptive
processes and events."

CONDITION 3(i):

DOE should modify the guidelines so that potentially adverse conditions
(e.g., dissolutioning) be considered if they affect Isolation within the
controlled area even though the condition may occur outside the controlled
area.

DOE Response:

DOE has added the following sentence to §960.4-2:

*Potentially adverse conditions will be considered if they affect waste
isolation within the controlled area even though such conditions may occur
outside the controlled area."

DOE has also revised the potentially adverse condition at §960.4-2-6(c) to
read, 'Evidence of dissolution within the geologic setting such as
breccia pipes, dissolution cavities, significant volumetric reduction
of the host rock or surrounding strata, or any structural collapse--such
that a hydraulic interconnection leading to a loss of waste isolation
could occur."
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Discussion and Conclusions:

The Commission objected to the November 18,

1983 draft of this provision because it was not consistent with a similar
provision at 10 CFR 60.122(c)(10).

The Ncvember draft referred to

Osignificant dissolution within the site" while 10 CFR 60.122(c)(10) would
consider dissolution without reference to its significance or where it
occurs.

In its revised guidelines, DOE has deleted the word "significant"

from this provision and now refers to dissolution "within the geologic
setting" instead of "within the site."

The Commission was also generally concerned that DOE may investigate only
adverse conditions that occurred within the controlled area.4

But, any

adverse condition, even one outside of the controlled area, should be
considered if it affects waste isolation.

[See 10 CFR 60.122(c).]

Minnesota and the Yakima Indian Nation agreed and noted that the adverse
conditions for natural resources (5960.4-2-8-1(c)(1),(2) and (3)) should
be revised in the same manner as the adverse condition for dissolutioning.
The Commission believes that the general provision at §960.4-2, that
states that potentially adverse conditions will be considered if they
affect waste isolation even though such conditions may occur outside of
the controlled area, addresses this concern.

'As used in 10 CFR Part 60, site means the location of the controlled area.

.ju
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The Commission concludes that DOE has satisfied Condition 3(1) by its
revisions to §960.4-2 and §960.4-2-6(c).

NRC CONDITION 4:

DOE should modify the siting guidelines to make clear that engineered
barriers cannot constitute a compensating measure for deficiencies in the
geologic media during site screening.

DOE Response:

DOE added the following paragraphs to §960.3-1-5 of the

guidelines:

"Comparative site evaluations shall place primary importance on the
natural barriers of the site.

In such evaluations for the

postclosure guidelines of Subpart C, engineered barriers shall be
considered only to the extent necessary to obtain realistic source
terms for site evaluations."

and

N...engineered barriers shall not be used to (1)compensate for an
inadequate site; (2)mask the innate deficiencies of a site; (3)
disguise the strengths and weaknesses of a site and the overall
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system; and (4)mask differences between sites when they are
compared."

Discussion and Conclusions:

Many commenters supported this condition but

some felt that the Commission did not go far enough.

Minnesota argued

that engineered barriers should not be used to influence the site
selection process.

The Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC)

recommended that if engineered barriers are used, DOE should specify, in
the guidelines, the exact contribution it would assume from engineered
barriers when nominating and recommending sites for characterization.

The

Yakima Indian Nation contended that "...equal engineered barrier
contributions could mask very significant differences in isolation
potential among candidate sites if the engineered barriers contribution
were large relative to the natural barrier contribution."

The Commission finds that the revisions made to §960.3-1-5 clearly show
that DOE will not select sites where engineered barriers must be used to
compensate for deficiencies in the geologic media.

The Yakima Indian

Nation's argument that engineered barriers "could mask very significant
differences in isolation potential among candidate sites" is satisfied by
the guideline provision 't...engineered barriers shall not be relied upon
to mask differences between sites when they are compared," together with
the other provisions which describe the information that will be
considered.
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During the January 11, 1984 public meeting, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) testified that DOE should not take full credit for
the performance of waste packages and waste forms (i.e., engineered
barriers) required by 10 CFR Part 60 when making comparative performance
asessments of potential sites for repository development.

Instead, EPA

suggested that DOE should assume that waste packages and waste forms
perform at least an order of magnitude less effectively than that required
by 10 CFR Part 60 in order to compare the differences in isolation
capabilities among the sites.

Most states, public interest groups and the Yakima Indian Nation supported
EPA's proposal.

In the revised guidelines, DOE added the following to

O960.3-1-5:

'For a better understanding of the potential effects of engineered
barriers on the overall performance of the repository system, these
comparative evaluations shall consider a range of levels in the
performan ' of the engineered barriers.

That range of performance

levels shall vary by at least a factor of 10 above and below the
engineered-barrier performance requirements set forth in 10 CFR
60.113, and the range considered shall be identical for all sites
compared.

The comparisons shall assume equivalent engineered-barrier

performance for all sites compared and shall be structured so that
engineered barriers are not relied upon to compensate for
deficiencies in the geologic media.'

a
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The Commission also believes that the above revision responds, inpart, to
the NRDC suggestion that DOE specify the exact contribution itwould
assume from erngineered barriers.
Serious Texans Against Nuclear Dumps (STAND) questioned the Commission's
statement inthe Preliminary Decision that:
"Section 112(a) [of the NWPAJ establishes detailed geologic
considerations as the primary criteria for site selection, but not
the only criteria for site selection. Thus, the guidelines are not
required to rely solely on geologic criteria" (49 FR 9657).
According to STAND, 6112(a) does not permit DOE to place any reliance on
engineered barriers in its guidelines when assessing sites for nomination
and characterization.

STAND believes that 1112(a) explicitly identifies

the only non-geologic factors which may be considered inthe guidelines
and these factors do not include engineered barriers.
Section 112(a) of the NWPA does not explicitly mention engineered barriers
with other non-geologic factors to be considered inthe guidelines. However,
to satisfy the intent of the guidelines, the Commission believes that it
must include relevant non-geologic factors. For example, realistic
radiological source terms can only be calculated by considering engineered
barriers. Accordingly, the Commission does not agree that engineered barriers
should not be considered at all.

The limited consideration of engineered

3,
barriers, which DOE now proosts

is a reasonable approach; It

ACCOMoIteS the Cosislion's Comern about not CoWpesating for
deficiencies in the gtologlc media. Furtheraore, the ocaission believes
that Congress intended 1112(a) of the

YPA to set miniA, not 111UStuVle,

factors for consideration In th guidelints.

s 'Y
Hince, the g¶Jid'01ie

tonsider engineered barriers as will at other non-gologic factors that are
not explicitly ventionmd In 1112(a) of the WtA. Such coside& loa of
nil also enhance DOE's ability to select rtasombole
non-geologic f:tors
alternatives for NEFA purposes.
The Comtision concludts that DOE his satisfied Cordition 4 with th
revisions or'-td to 1960O3.-1S of the guidelines.

NRC CONDITION S:
DOE should specify In grtater detail how the gulalines will be applied at

each siting stage including site naiuatien and characterization (for
example, OOE should specify Inthe ftleftntatton quidet'is which
guidelines would be applied at each stage of site scrteaing).
DOE Response:

In rtsponse to NRC Codition 5, the DOE

a new
ede

appendix (Appendix III) to the siting guidelines and revised thk
ioplementation guidelines (1960.3) to describe Insore detail how the
guidelines will be applied.
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Appendix III specifies how the guidelines t111 be applied at the principal
decision points (f.e.. potentially acceptable, nomination and
recomendatfon, and repository site selection stages) of the siting
process. The Appendix also defines the cype of finding that will be made

for each guideline at each of these stages.

It further Identifies which

disqualifying conditions will be applied at various stages of site
selection and the type of finding that will be sade when the disqualifying
condition is applied.

Discussion and Conclusions:

The Comission finds that the revised

guidelines submitted by the DOE on Hay 14, 1984 specify in greater detail
how the guidelines will be applied at each siting stage.

However, in its

coment letter of April 6. 1984. the DOE stated that it believes that
Condition S (as well as Conditions 6 and 7) goes substantially beyond what

is required by the Waste Act.
expressed similar views.

The Edison Electric Institute (EEI)

On the other hand, several commenters (e.g.,

Nevada, Texas, and the YaMina Indian Nation) indicated their belief that
satisfactory compliance with Condition 5 (along with Conditions 6 and 7)
would help to ensure that objective siting guidelines will be established.
Since DOE's revised guidelines address all of the conditions specified in
the preliminary decision, including Conditions 5, 6 and 7, the Comission

- .
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finds it unnecessary to respond further to the cbjectfons raised ay McE
and EEI with respect to the Comission's jurisd'ctfin.

In comenting on the Comission's prelininar/ dec'sion. 6he c-menters
generally supported Condition S. Nevada stated that WDE's coapllance

nrn

Condition 5 will provide guidelines vwich will ensure that the selection
of sites at the various decision stages
findings.

ol; be based en souna technical

The State of Rhoda. Island indiCated thiat: the issue raised by

Condition S is what caused tIe st4tes to propose That COS outline specific
methodologies in the guidelines for implementing eecn of the stages of the
siting process.

Rhode Island noted that even tMough the tRC rejected the

states' proposal for a specific impltentation zett.dologyS, FIRC Condition
5 (and 6) appears to be Othe next best thirg.'' The State of Minnesota
indicated that it would like the siting guidelines to specify the exact
guidelines that will be used during each phase of the site selection
process.

for a description of the states' proposed Implementation methodology and the
Commission's response, see the Comaission's preliminary decision (49 FR 9660,
paragraph e.).
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The Commission finds that the modifications and additions that DOE has
made to the November 18. 1983 version of the siting guidelines, as
reflected in its May 14. 1984 submittal, satisfy the requirements of
Condition 5 and many of the public's concerns with regard to this issue.
In particular, the revised guidelines describe an implementation process
which provides confidence that alternative sites will be selected in a
manner that meets the requiresents of the National Envi ronmental Policy Act
(NEPA).

Appendix III of the revised guidelines identifies when and how

the siting guidelines will be applied at each of the principal decision
points in the site selection process.

Appendix III also specifies two

levels of findings that DOE will make for qualifying and disqualifying
conditions at the various site selection stages.

At the first stage of site selection (i.e., the "potentially acceptable
site' stage), the siting guidelines indicate that ten (10) disqualifying
conditions will be applied and that DOE will make a 'level 1" findings for
each of these disqualifying conditions.

At the second stage of site

selection (i.e., the site nomination and recomendation stage), the siting
guidelines indicate that all of the qualifying and disQualifying
guidelines will be applied and that DOE will make 'level 1' or 'level 3k

OSee Appendix III of the siting itlielines for the definitions of the various
levels of findings.

I
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findings for all of the guidelines.
level finding (i.e.,

Appendix III indicates that a higher

level 21) will be made at this stage of site

selection on the disqualifying conditions if the evidence is sufficient to
support such a finding.

At the third and final stage of site selection

(i.e., repository site selection), the revised siting guidelines indicate
that all of the qualifying and disqualifying conditions will be applied
and that DOE will make more rigorous findings (i.e., level 2 or level 4)
on all of the conditions.

Based on the revised siting guidelines, the Commission concludes that DOE
has specified in greater detail how the guidelines..will be applied at each
siting stage, and which guidelines will be applied at each stage of the
site selection process.

Therefore, DOE has satisfied the requirements set

forth in Condition S.

NRC CONDITION 6:

DOE should supplement the guidelines to indicate the kinds of information
necessary for DOE to make decisions on the nomination of at least five
repository sites and subsequently recomoending three sites to the
President for characterization (examples of the kinds of information which
the Cozaission has in mind can be found in HRC Regulatory Guide 4.17).
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DOE Response:

In response to KRC Condition 6, the DOE added a new

appendix (Appendix IV)and a new section (6960.3-1-4--Evidence for Siting
Decisions) to Subpart B of the siting guidelines.

Appendix IV identifies

the types of information that will be included in the evidence used for
evaluations and applications of the guidelines at the nomination stage of
the siting process.

The appendix contains a description of the type of

information that will be used to evaluate each condition under each
principal category of guidelines (i.e., geohydrology, geochemistry, rock
characteristics. etc.)

The new section entitled, "Evidence for Siting Decisions" includes a
description of the kinds of information and data (and their sources) for
each of the principal steps in the site selection process.

Discussion and Conclusions:

Several of the commenters (e.g., Nevada,

Rhode Island, South Carolina, and 4innesota) on the Commission's preliminary
decision supported Condition 6 and indicated that DOE should specify the
types of information which will be required at each stage of the site
selection process.

DOE has now made changes to the siting guidelines as a

result of Condition 6 that specify in greater detail the kinds of information
that will be used to make such siting decisions.

Thus, DOE has complied

with Condition 6.

However, the State of Utah (with the endorsement of NRDC, STAND, and the
State of Washington) argued that all reliance on 'available information"

a, - -- -
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be deleted from the siting guidelines.

The Environmental Policy Institute

(EPI) expressed similar views.

In its March 9, 19S4 letter to the Commission, the State of Utah offered a
proposal to rectify the matter relating to DOE's use of
'available informatione in the November 18, 1983 version of the siting
guidelines.

The State of Utah recommended "that all Guideline provisions

which implement that standard [the use of 'available data"] be deleted or
expressly made applicable only to post-nomination decisions."

The

Commission has examined the proposal suggested by Utah and compared it to
the revised guidelines that were submitted to the Commission by the DOE
on May 14, 1984.

The revised siting guidelines no longer refer to

available information" and do not use information that is "available" as
a threshold for making siting decision.

Rather, DOE has now specified in

Appendix IV the types of information that will be used for evaluations
and applications of the guidelines at the nomination stage of the site
selection process.

Additionally, 1960.3-1-4 of the revised guidelines

specifies the kinds of information (and their sources) that will be
required to support decisions at the various stages of site selection. At
the site nomination stage, the revised guidelines indicate that the sources
of information shall include (1) the literature, (2) exploratory boreholes,
(3) surface investigations, (4) In-situ or laboratory testing, (5) natural
and man-made analogs, and (6) extrapolations of regional data.

The

Commission finds that these modifications to the siting guidelines are,
for the most part, responsive to the concerns of the State of Utah.
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The level of information provided in Appendix IV and 5960.3-1-4 of the
revised guidelines is all that can be reasonably expected for a generic rule.
The Commission expects that DOE's environmental assessments will provide
more detailed information such as the number, kinds, and types of tests,
along with a full description of the data that supports the findings
being made.

The Commission finds that the information contained in Appendix IV of the
revised siting guidelines, along with the addition of 6960.3-1-4
("Evidence for Siting Decisions'), provides an adequate explanation of the
kinds of information that DOE will use to make decisions at the various
stages of the site selection process.

Furthermore, the information

contained in Appendix IV is comparable to that contained in NRC Regulatory
Guide 4.17 which the Commission used as an example of the kinds of
information it expected to see in the siting guidelines.

Therefore, the

Commission concludes that DOE has adequately responded to Condition 6 and
made the appropriate modifications to the siting guidelines to comply with
Condition 6.

NRC CONDITION 7:

DOE should add additional disqualifying conditions to the guidelines with
sufficient specificity to ensure that unacceptable sites are eliminated as
early as practicable.

Disqualifying conditions should be provided for

those factors specified in section 112(a) of the NWPA including seismic

SEMENUMMMUMEMad
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activity, atomic energy defense activities, proximity to water supplies,
the effect upon the rights of users of water, the location of valuable
natural resources, hydrology, geophysics, proximity to populations, and
proximity to components of the National Park System, the National Wildlife
Refuge System, the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, the National
Wilderness Preservation System, and National Forest Lands.

DOE Response:

In response to NRC Condition 7, DOE revised the siting

guidelines by adding six (6) new disqualifying conditions and revised
three (3) disqualifying conditions.

The revised siting guidelines contain

a total of 17 disqualifying conditions, including a disqualifying condition
for each of the factors specified in §112(a) of NWPA.

Discussion and Conclusion:

The intent of NRC Condition 7 was two-fold.

First, the Commission believed that, at a minimum, the NWPA required a
disqualifying condition for each of the factors specified in §112(a) of
NWPA.

Secondly, in view of its NEPA responsibilities, the Commission

wanted some of these disqualifying conditions to be applied early in the
site selection process to ensure that unacceptable sites will be
eliminated as early as practicable.

Many public commenters on the

Commission's preliminary decision agreed with NRC Condition 7 (e.g.,
Washington, Utah, STAND, Rhode Island, Nevada, and South Carolina).
However, other commenters on the Commission's preliminary decision, while
agreeing with NRC Condition 7, felt that additional disqualifying

6~~~~~~~~~~4
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conditions should not be limited to those factors specified in §112(a) of
the HWPA (e.g., Mississippi, Washington, Wisconsin, and the Department of
Interior).

In some instances, these commenters recommended specific

additional disqualifying conditions.

The Commission has no objection to

DOE adding more disqualifying conditions to the siting guidelines (subject,
of course, to applicable concurrence requirements) but since the revised
guidelines contain disqualifying conditions that cover all of the factors
specified in 6112(a) of NWPA, the Commission cannot insist, as a
condition for concurrence, that DOE add more disqualifying conditions.

The Commission finds that Appendix III provides assurance of an early
application of certain disqualifying conditions.

In particular, DOE has

identified ten (10) disqualifying conditions in Appendix III that will be
applied at the first stage of the site selection process (i.e., the
potentially acceptable site stage).

Accordingly, the Commission concludes

that DOE has made appropriate modifications to the siting guidelines
specified in NRC Condition 7 and has therefore satisfied that condition.

III. OTHER COMMISSION CONSIDERATIONS RESULTING FROM PUBLIC COMMENT

In this section, the Commission considers other issues that were raised by
commenters on the preliminary decision. These issues are relevant to the
Commission's concurrence decision but were not addressed in Section II of
this decision.

P014111
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NRC Concurrence Criteria:

In its preliminary decision, the Commission

applied the following concurrence criteria:

(1)the siting guidelines

must not be in conflict with 10 CFR Part 60; (2)the siting guidelines
must not contain provisions that might lead DOE to select sites that would
not be reasonable alternatives for an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS); and (3)the siting guidelines should not contain provisions that
are in conflict with NRC responsibilities as embodied in the NWPA (49 FR

9651).

Only one commenter, the State of Utah, disagreed with the Commission's
concurrence criteria.

Utah views the NRC concurrence criteria as being

too limiting and confining and stated that "These self-imposed
limitations on the Commission's role are both statutorily unwarranted and
unreasonable in light of the broad authority granted by the NWPA."

On the

other hand, the Yakima Indian Nation stated that it "interprets these
criteria to be coextensive with the Commission's jurisdiction, and agrees
that they are the proper criteria for the Commission's decision."

The

State of Nevada indicated that it was satisfied with the breadth of the
Commission's preliminary decision on the siting guidelines.

Based on the

comments received on its concurrence criteria (and also the lack of
comment on this particular matter), the Commission has no reason to modify
its concurrence criteria.

9
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NRC Concurrence Process: Many commenters (e.g., the Yakima Indian Nation,
U.S. Department of Interior, Nevada, STAND, EPI, Yale Environmental
Litigation Program, Abbey Johnson, Utah, Wisconsin, Maine, Minnesota,
Nevada, and Donald Finn) urged that there be additional opportunities for
public comment on the final guidelines, either before the Commission concurs
in them or before they become effective.

Whether DOE needs to obtain further public comment on its guidelines is a
matter for DOE to decide.

The Commission has consistently stated that

concurrence is not rulemaking under the APA.

Therefore, the Commission

sees no legal requirement for additional public comment on this matter.
Furthermore, the Commission afforded the public several opportunities to
comment on the guidelines and its concurrence process.

The Commission

requested written comments on the November 18, 1983 guidelines.

This

comment period was initially scheduled to end on January 9, 1984 but
the Commission, at the request of members of the public including several
The Commission

states, extended the comment period to February 1, 1984.

also held a public meeting on January 11, 1984 to solicit the views of the
public on the siting guidelines.

On March 14, 1984, the Commission published

in the Federal Register a preliminary decision for public comment.

The

comment period on this decision ended on April 4, 1984 but the Commission
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continued to consider written comments received up to May 14, 1984.
The Commission considers that the opportunities that it has provided
for public comment have been adequate to assure the Commission that it
is acquainted with the issues that bear on its concurrence decision.

Preliminary Determination:

Section 114(f) of the NWPA states, in part:

'For purposes of complying with the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 1321 [sic] et seq.) and
this section, the Secretary shall consider as alternate sites for the
first repository to be developed under this subtitle 3 candidate
sites with respect to which (1) site characterilation has been
completed under section 113; and (2) the Secretary has made a
preliminary determination, that such sites are suitable for
development as repositories consistent with the guidelines
promulgated under section 112(a)."

(emphasis added)

Some commenters (e.g., STAND and EPI) requested that NRC clarify its
interpretation of 5114(f) of the NWPA in its concurrence decision.

STAND

stated that the Commission must insist that the final siting guidelines
specify that three suitable sites must be characterized, and that the
sites must also be determined to be suitable after characterization.
EPI's comments were directed more at the timing of DOE's preliminary
determination.
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The revised guidelines state that when DOE recommends sites for
characterization, the recommendation will Include "...a preliminary
determination by the Secretary, referred to in Section 114(f) of the Act,
that such sites are suitable for the development of repositories under the
guidelines of Subpart C and D" (6960.3-2-3).

EPI argued that the

preliminary determination should be made after site characterization, not
before characterization as DOE proposes.

The Commission believes tha. t0 e revised siting guidelines provide a basis
for DOE to select three sites that will be reasonable alternatives for the
purposes of NEPA. The Commission has already stated, well before DOE
issued its guidelines, what it considers to be needed for the Commission
to meet its NEPA responsibilities.

The Commission stated, "The Commission

considers the characterization of three sites representing two geologic
media at least one of which is not salt to be the minimum necessary to
The Commission did not

satisfy the requirements of NEPA" (46 FR 13972).

require that all three sites be found to be suitable at the completion of
site characterization.

The Commission stated that the characterization of

several sites "t...will assure that DOE's preferred site will be chosen
from a slate of candidate sites that are among the best that can reasonably
be found."

NRC's rules did not specify the criteria for selecting alternative

sites for characterization but required that information on plans for
considering alternative sites be included in DOE's Site Characterization
Report, after sites were selected for characterization.
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the suitability of the selection process could have b"n raised at this
point.

videlines bftefe 1itet IrT

By rmquiring that NRC zorcur In the

selected for characterization, and providing for envIromenttal aittesiI'ts

and public participation at th timi of site nomiAttoa, the ste selection
process specified in the

WPA provides iven greater assurance that CDO

select three reasonable alternatives for an EIS.
that neither lso

T

will

tomission ConsIters

rules nor NEPA reuire that these sites be suitable for

development as repositories at the end of site characterization

There Is clearly a sharp difference of interpretation jf

the WhPA between

DOE's position-that the preliminary detersinatian Is to be made In
advance of site characterilationand that of the cowwnters who believe
that site characterization must be copleted before the determination say
be made.

The Cormission Is presented with an Issue that is fundumentally

a question of statutory interpretation.

tut the COCmissich det Mot sit

as a judicial forum to review or correct what say be erroneous Interpreta^tons
by DOE of its own statutory responsibilities.
doubts there say be as to the correctnes.

Accordingly. whAtever

* DOE's position, it would be

stretching the exercise of our discretion if we were to withhold concurrency
on these grounds.

The Comislson concludes that this is a matter better,

and more properly, left for judicial resolution
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Performance Assessments Before Site Characterization:

Minnesota and the

Yakima Indian Nation objected to the guidelines' reliance on performance
assessments before site characterization.

Minnesota argued that since the

data needed for performance assessments are highly site specific and
generally would not be available until after detailed site
characterization, any performance assessment completed before site
characterization would not be valid.

Likewise, the Yakima Indian Nation

believes that DOE should not be allowed to use system performance
assessments before ithas the data to support these assessments.
The Commission agrees that a premature reliance on system performance
assessments could lead to erroneous conclusions. Performance assessments
are reliable only when the uncertainties inthe date and modeling method
have been defined within reasonable bounds. The Commission notes that DOE
has acknowledged, inthe guidelines, the uncertainties surrounding its use
of performance assessments.

For example, the definition of "performance

assessment' in0960.2 now includes the sentence: "Performance assessments
will include estimates of the effects of uncertainties indata and
modeling." Also, inAppendix IV of the guidelines DOE states, "The
information specified below will be supplemented with conceptual models,
as appropriate, and analyses of uncertainties in the data."
The Commission can find no reason to object to DOE's employing performance
assessments since DOE will acknowledge the uncertainties that are
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associated with those performance assessments.

This is not to say,

however, that the NRC will not criticize these assessments as they are
developed for different sites.

Medium Specific Guidelines: The States of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Rhode
Island, and the NRDC presented arguments for medium-specific guidelines.
The concern expressed is that general guidelines are not able to focus on
different parameters which are important in each separate rock type.
However, the Commission finds no legal requirement in NWPA for
medium-specific guidelines.

Furthermore, medium-specific guidelines are

not needed for NRC to meet any of its legal responsibilities because, as
previously noted, the Commission anticipates that selection of sites in
accordance with the revised guidelines will satisfy the provisions of
NEPA.

Site Screening for First Repository:

Some commenters repeated prior

objections to DOE's not using its guidelines to select potentially
acceptable sites for the first repository.

No new reasons were advanced

in support of their requests for the Commission to reconsider its position
that DOE is not required to repeat or re-evaluate the site screening
efforts that were completed prior to the enactment of the NWPA.
Accordingly, the Commission adheres to the view on this point stated in
its preliminary decision.
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IV. COMMISSION FINDINGS:

In Its preliminary decision, the Commission indicated its intention to
grant its concurrence in the guidelines if DOE satisfactorily resolved
seven conditions.

The Commission requested public comment on its

preliminary decision.

Based on a review of the public comments on the

preliminary decision received by the Commission as of May 14, 1984, the
Commission finds no basis for modifying any of the seven conditions or
adding to them.

On May 14, 1984, DOE submitted revised guidelines to the

Commission for its consideration.

DOE believes that the revised

guidelines fully satisfy the concerns of the Commission as expressed in
its preliminary concurrence decision.

For the reasons expressed in this

final decision, the Commission finds that DOE has satisfactorily resolved
the seven conditions and that the Commission should concur in the revised
siting guidelines.

V.

COMMISSION DECISION

The Commission concurs in the siting guidelines submitted to it by the DOE
on May 14, 1984 as modified by its May 29, 1984 submittal.

This concurrence
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Responses to Public Comments on the Commission's
Preliminary Decision Related to
U.S. Department of Energy's General Guidelines
for the Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear
I
Waste Repositories
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One individual, Donald Finn, criticized the guidelines for
technical, as well as
not containing provisions 'for a peer review program of
would have
socioeconomic, funding, and policy issues." While the Commission
Peer Group Review:

the Commission finds
no objection to the establishment of a peer review program,
of 6112(a) of the
this issue to be a matter that is beyond the requirements
persons access to key
HWPA. On the other hand, the NWPA does give interested
decisions in the site-selection process.
Two states (Wisconsin and Utah) feel that the sites selected
for an EIS.
according to the guidelines would not be reasonable alternatives
considered under NEPA,
Wisconsin noted, "...a number of factors required to be
are not even
such as sites of archeological or historical significances,
NEPA Issues:

Utah identified
required to be considered under the guidelines." Likewise,
EA's in order to
issues that should "...be addressed in the guidelines and
for ultimate EIS
assure that the nominated sites represent viable alternatives
the cultural
analysis.' These issues include: the guidelines should examine
need [for the
and aesthetic impacts on parks in greater detail; and "The
treated only by
guidelines] to provide for analysis of considerations now
pre-closure guidelines."
The guidelines contain conditions applicable to both historical
Although the word
(5960.5-2-5(c)(4)) and cultural (6960.5-2-5(c)(5)) impacts.
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"archeological" does not appear In the guidelines, the Commission believes
that archeological impacts are implicitly included at 6960.5-2-5(c)(4) and
6960.5-2-5(c)(5) (i.e., DOE will consider a repository's proximity to "a
historical area" (6960.5-2-5(c)(4)) and "sites of unique cultural interest"
(6960.5-2-5(c)(5)).

In addition, Federal regulations (36 CFR Part 800)

protect cultural and historical resources and DOE would avoid a "...major
conflict with applicable Federal, State, or local environmental requirements"
(6960.5-2-5(c)(21).

With regard to aesthetic impacts, the Commission believes

that DOE could better assess aesthetic impacts as they may occur at particular
sites rather than in a generic regulation.

The State of Utah raised the following issue:

uthe need tfor the guidelines] to provide for analysis of considerations
now treated only by the pre-closure guidelines.

Certain of these factors

will continue to impose significant impacts long into the post-closure
period.

Examples include:

(I) economic and social infrastructure

associated with the repository that will significantly and permanently
change the quality of the area, including the prospect of a potential
economic 'bust' period following repository closure; (il)the creation and
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major shifts in the nature of use of repository-related transportation
networks."

Utah interprets the guidelines to overlook consideration of impacts that begin
before repository closure but could persist "long into the postclosure period."
According to the guidelines, impacts arising during the preclosure period and
impacts to a repository's performance during the postclosure period would be
projected on two entirely different time scales.

Preclosure impacts would be

projected on the order of decades and postclosure impacts would be projected
into geologic time (i.e., 10,000 years).

The Commission assumes that Utah did

not intend for DOE to project a repository's impact on "social infrastructure"
10,000 years into the future.

We find nothing in the guidelines that indicates

that preclosure impacts that persist beyond repository closure would not be
fully considered.

Colocation of Reprocessing Facilities With a Repository:

Minnesota stated, "If

reprocessing becomes a viable activity and DOE decides to colocate reprocessing
facilities with a repository, then the siting guidelines used to site the
repository are inadequate."

The Commission is unaware of any plans to colocate reprocessing operations with
a repository.

Certainly, the NWPA contains no suggestion that such

Al
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reprocessing operations would be established at a repository site.

Under

these conditions, the Commission can see no obligation on the part of DOE to
incorporate such a hypothetical situation into the guidelines.

Site Ownership and Land Use:

The U.S. Department of Interior (DOI) questioned

how DOE would acquire a repository site, particularly if the repository
conflicted with the area's previous land-use.

DO

suggested that the

guidelines acknowledge that Federal land not "acquired" by DOE would have to be
legislatively withdrawn.

In addition, the DOI believes that the guidelines

should contain an additional disqualifying condition for "Proximity to national
parks, Indian trust lands and sites of cultural and religious significance to
the Indian tribes...."

Both the guidelines and 10 CFR Part 60 address land acquisition.

The

guidelines specify that the site shall be located on land for which DOE can
obtain the interests in land specified in 10 CFR Part 60.

Legislative withdrawal

is a reasonable way to obtain such interests in public domain lands--probably
the only way where the land has not previously been withdrawn for other purposes.
DOE is not obliged to be more specific in this regard.

With regard to the disqualifying condition suggested by DOI, the Commission
notes that the guidelines contain two disqualifying conditions for impacts to
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National Parks (§960.5-2-5(d)(2 and 3)) and an adverse condition for impacts on
U...a significant Native American resource, such as a major Indian religious
site or other sites of unique cultural interest" (§960.5-2-5(c)).

Section

112(a) of the NWPA requires a disqualifying condition for impacts to National
Parks but not for impacts to Native American resources.

The Commission

considers that this aspect of the guidelines is consistent with the NWPA and
has no basis to require DOE to change it.

Additional data:

The DOI stated, "We believe that if DOE finds that available

data is not adequate and that additional data must be collected according to
subsection 112(b)(3) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, then additional public
review and comment should be allowed on DOE's description of information
needed."

The NWPA is explicit with respect to requirements for public review and
comment.

In the absence of any provision for public participation between site

nomination and recommendation, there is no basis for the Commission to insist
on it. The Commission notes, however, that Appendix IV of the guidelines
describes the kind of information DOE "...expects will be included in the
evidence used for evaluations and applications of the guidelines of Subparts C
and D at the time of nomination of a site as suitable for characterization"
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(Appendix IV, 10 CFR 960).

The public can comment on the adequacy of this

information when it reviews DOE's draft EA's.

The guidelines should enhance statutory and regulatory requirements:

The

State of Wisconsin stated, "The NRC should require that the guidelines go
beyond a mere reiteration of the statute and rules; they should enhance the
statutory and regulatory requirements to ensure that they need not be compromised
down the road" (emphasis added).

Wisconsin explained that its objective in this

regard was to ensure that DOE would be bound by objective, measurable, and
predictable guidelines.

The Commission views the modifications which DOE has

made in response to the preliminary concurrence decision as being appropriate
steps to achieve this desired objectivity.

Impacts to National Parks:

The State of Utah stated that the guidelines

underplay the aesthetic and cultural values of State and National Parks.
Otherwise, the Gibson Dome site, near Canyonlands National Park, would have
never been considered for a repository site.

Utah stated, "The guidelines must

require identification and consideration of cultural values and personal feelings
and sensibilities which reflect feeling about the pristir

beauty, solitude,

unspoiled vistas, and spiritual grounding in or sense of identity with the
earth, as reflected in personal viewpoints and in t0e arts."
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On the other hand, one individual (Mr. John Parkyn) opposed the Commission's
requirement (Condition 7) for DOE to specify a disqualifying condition for the
natural areas listed in 6112(a) of the NWPA.

Mr. Parkyn suggested that the

Commission consider the percentage of the United States which is already in
those areas and concluded, "The storage of high level nuclear waste is more
significant in a positive way to the future of the United States than any of
these other uses of our land...."

The Commission is well aware of Utah's concern over possible impacts to
Canyonlands National Park.

The Commission is also aware of concerns from other

states such as groundwater depletion or contamination and potential
radiological exposures to their citizens.

These are all legitimate concerns

that must be considered before a final commitment is made to a particular site
for a HLW repository.

The Commission concludes that the statutory framework of

NWPA, the regulatory framework of 10 CFR 960 and the Commission's regulations
will ensure that all these concerns are appropriately considered.

In response to Mr. Parkyn's comment, the Commission finds that DOE has properly
emphasized impacts to natural areas, as Congress intended in the NWPA.

This

emphasis does not overwhelm other siting factors important to repository
performance such as geologic stability, dissolutioning or groundwater travel
time.

Instead the guidelines contain an appropriate combination of siting

S0

factors that should ensure that the repository $ite will safety isolate
radioactive waste without causing unacceptable Ipacts to the envirornt.

Atomic EnergL Defense Activities: Section 112(&) of the mPA requires DOE to
specify factors that would qualfif

or disqualify a site that could be *ffectc

The Novetber 1S, 1983 draft of tht

by atomic energy defense activities

guidelines contained a favorablt condition for the absence of nuclear

Installations (1960.S-2-4(b)) and an adverse condition for the presence of
nuclear installations (S960.S'2'4(c)(2))

Citizens Alert (CA) urged the Commission *...to insist on stronger language
regarding 'atomic energy defense activities.'" CA reasoned that while the
geology of a particular site may be acceptable at the present tize, the geology
could be significantly disturbed by future detonations of nuclear bombs.
Similarly, Hinnesota recommended that DOE consider health and safety, rather
than Just repository operations, when evaluating the affects of atomic energy
defense activities. Hinnesrta concluded that it '...would like to see this
concern [for public health and safety] reflected in the disqualifier (for a
site's proximity to atomic energy defense activities]."
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In response to Condition 7 of the Commission's preliminary decision, DOE has
added a disqualifying condition:

"A site shall be disqualified if atomic

energy defense activities in proximity to the site are expected to conflict
irreconcilably with repository siting, construction, operation, closure, or
decommissioning" (6960.5-2-4(d)).

The Commission interprets this provision to take into account nuclear testing
that is expected to occur at any time in the future.

In addition, the

postclosure guidelines would consider the "Potential for foreseeable human
activities...such as...military activities" (§960.4-2-8-1(c)(5)).

The Commission disagrees with Minnesota that the disqualifying condition for
atomic energy defense activities does not consider public health and safety.
Public health and safety is implicitly included in this condition's reference
to irreconcilable conflicts.

One type of irreconcilable conflict with

repository siting, construction, operation, closure or decommissioning would be
DOE's inability to protect public health and safety or to meet the regulatory
requirements for such protection.

KRDC proposed a disqualifying condition for atomic energy defense activities to
replace the one proposed by DOE.

NRDC's condition states, "A site shall be

disqualified if any atomic energy defense activities are expected to

I
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substantially interfere with repository construction, operation, or closure; or
if repository construction, operation or closure is expected to
substantially interfere with any atomic energy defense activity."

(emphasis

added). NRDC prefers the words, "substantially interfere" over the DOE words
"conflict irreconcilably" because NRDC's wording would "...avoid even the
potential for human disruption".

The Commission cannot make this matter a condition for our concurrence.
Condition 7 requires DOE to write disqualifying conditions for factors set
forth in 5112(a) of the NWPA.

The exact wording of these disqualifying

conditions is left to DOE's discretion provided DOE satisfies NRC's conditions
for concurrence.

In the preliminary decision, the Commission requested word

changes to the guidelines only when it found inconsistencies between the
guidelines and 10 CFR Part 60.

Since 10 CFR Part 60 has no explicit provision

for atomic energy defense activities, and since the waste isolation objectives
of 10 CFR Part 60 are adequately addressed, we do not feel that we have grounds
to require DOE to make the word changes recommended by NRDC.

Enclosure 3

The Honorable Donald P. Hodel
Secretary of Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545
Dear Mr. Secretary:
Enclosed is a copy of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's final decision
relating to concurrence in the U.S. Department of Energy's General Guidelines
for the Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories that were
developed pursuant to Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.
This final decision is based on the revised guidelines that were submitted to
the Commission by the Department on May 14, 1984. The Commission finds that
the revised guidelines satisfactorily resolve the concerns the Commission had
with the guidelines that were initially submitted to the Commission on
November 22, 1983. Furthermore, based on a review of the public comments
received on the Commission's preliminary decision, the Commission finds no
basis for modifying any of the seven conditions or adding to them. Accordingly,
the Commission grants its concurrence in the revised siting guidelines dated
May 14, 1984.
Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
Enclosure:

NRC Final Decision
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